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ABSTRACT
In the community of bibliometrics, author name ambiguity means that author’s
name is not a reliable identifier for associating academic papers with their authors.
Author name ambiguity has been the problem in bibliometrics and service providers
like Google Scholar, generating a domain of study call Author Name Disambiguation
(AND). Author name ambiguity is often tackled using classification techniques, where
labeled papers are provided, and papers are assigned to correct authors according to
the paper text and paper citations. When applying classification methods to author
name disambiguation, two issues stand out: one is that a paper has multiple views
(paper text and citation network). The other is the lack of training data: there are
not many papers that are labeled.
To cope with these two issues, we propose to use the co-training algorithm in AND.
The co-training algorithm uses two views to classify papers iteratively and add the
top selected papers into the training pool. We demonstrate that the co-training
algorithm outperforms the baseline multi-view classification algorithm. We also experiment with hyper-parameters in the co-training algorithm.
The experiment is done on the PubMed dataset, where authors are labeled with ORCID. Papers are represented by two embeddings that are learnt from paper content
and paper citation network separately. Baseline classifiers for comparison are logistic
regression and SVM.
Keywords: Author Name Disambiguation, multi-view learning, Co-training, doc2vec
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The problem of name ambiguity has become significant due to the integration of
DLs(digital libraries), and the frequent use of author names in queries for retrieving scientific literature paper. Some effort has been taken to address the problem
of name ambiguity, such as the Open Researcher and Contributor ID (ORCID), a
unique identifier for each author. However, our dataset tells us that most papers do
not have ORCID. Among 4 million papers we have on the PubMed dataset, there
are only 140,266 papers contain ORCID, which means only 3.3687% of data have
ORCID. Because the old papers do not have ORCID, the problem of name ambiguity
would persist. This situation makes the exploring a useful and accurate automatic
disambiguation method still in demand. Such an automatic disambiguation function
is not just applicable to the scholarly community, and it could potentially apply to
other areas as well.

1.1

The Author Name Ambiguity Problem

Name ambiguity can be defined as follow:
1. The same author appears under distinct names (Synonyms) [6].
2. Distinct authors may have the same name (Polysemy)[6].
Table 1 and Figure 1 provide a simple example in my dataset to demonstrate the
two cases of name ambiguity. The problem of synonyms occurs from paper 1 and
2, where “P Robinson” could be some name like “Paul Robinson” other than “Peter
1
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FIGURE 1: Abstract view on Synonyms and Polysemy
Paper

PMID

label

author name

1
2
3
4

22708834
16258168
19884138
12938084

Author1
Author1
Author2
Author3

P Robinson
Paul Robinson
Peter Robinson
Peter Robinson

TABLE 1: Case of synonyms and polysemy
Robinson.” Since we have labels, we know that it indicates the same person. We
can observe the polysemy problem from papers 3 and 4, where they have the same
name: “Peter Robinson.” Still, from its label, we know that two “Peter Robinson”
are indicating different people.
Name ambiguity problem may be caused by a verity of reasons, from lack of standard
in DLs, the use of an abstract first name, to the limitation of data collection, especially
when dealing with data crewed from the web. Since it’s not our primary focus on how
to crew the data from the internet, we will not go into details on how those problems
are introduced to DL, but still, we will present a simple case of name ambiguity in
Figure 2.
In the next section, we make a formal definition of terminologies that are used in
this paper and give a brief walkthrough about how we performed experiments.

2
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FIGURE 2: Example of name ambiguity in google scholar

1.2

Formal Definition

Researchers use different sets of terminologies to explain their papers, in which confuse
readers. To avoid confusion, we first introduce notations for this paper.
In the thesis, datasets we are using for our experiment is stored or preprocessed as
the list of papers w.r.t authors. The term “paper” indicates one real-world academic
publication with multiple entries, and it corresponds to a unique id (Paper id). The
term “entries” are records that essentially describe papers published by different
authors. Each entry is corresponding to the individual author. Each entry contains
a list of attributes that can be used for training the model. Supervised approaches
require the label to training a model, which in our cases, ORCID is used as the label
to train a useful model.
Let’s assume there are n papers P = {p1 , p2 , ..., pn }. They are written by total m
authors A = {a1 , a2 , ..., am }. The dataset we have is given form of entry, where one
paper corresponding to one and only one author. This results in total of k entries
E = {∃pi ∈ P, ∃aj ∈ A|(pi , aj )}. The objective of our disambiguation method is to
partition E into m subsets G1 , G2 , ..., Gm , where G1 = {∃pj ∈ P |(a1 , pj )}, ..., Gm =
3
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{∃pj ∈ P |(am , pj )}. It divides k entries into m groups where each group contains
entries to same author.
E1
p1

a1

G1: E1

a2

G2: E2, E6

a3

G3: E3, E4, E7

a4

G4: E5

E2

p2

E3
E6

p3

p4

E4

E7

E5

FIGURE 3: Abstract view on objective
Figure 3 shows our objective. We try to assign the correct relation between P and
A, form G based on some entities E we have.
Figure 4 shows how a single paper in PubMed dataset looks. There are 22 authors
or co-authors with this paper, which means 22 entries are formed. (Notice not all
author are in Pubmed database, so the duplicate issue is not that bad)
Many features can be used for author name disambiguation purpose, and we group
features based on it’s characteristic:
• Textual data (Abstract, paper title)
• Citation data (Citation graph)
• Label (ORCID)
• Author’s personal data (e-mail, author’s address, phone number)
• Paper page number and many other features
Notice the bold point represents the features we are going to use for our experiment.
For privacy-preserving and the generalization of our algorithm, we only use features
4
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FIGURE 4: Raw data format
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that are easy to obtain, and data that doesn’t contain personal information for our
experiment.

1.3

Motivations

1.3.1

Motivation for AND

• Identify the authorship of academic papers when name ambiguity
occurs.
• Evaluate approaches for solving the author name ambiguity in academic papers.
• Improve the existing method for author name disambiguation.

1.3.2

Motivation to Apply Co-training Algorithm

• Resolve the lack of labeled data.
• Take full advantage of two views of our dataset, where the co-training algorithm
is a perfect fit for this task.

1.4

Co-training

Co-training[2] is one of the semi-supervised learning algorithms. It requires twoview(feature sets) of the data, and it assumes that each view provides different, complementary information about the data instance. The idea behind co-training is rather
simple. It learns a separate classifier for each view using any labeled examples. Then,
it chooses the most confident predictions of each classifier as the additional labeled
training data for the next iteration.

6
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1.5

Contributions

First, this paper proposes to use modern neural-network vector representation methods instead of traditional vector representation methods to generate a comprehensive
feature set for disambiguating author names. Second, we explore the possibility of
using the co-training style algorithm in the problem of name disambiguation. Third,
we apply both supervised and unsupervised algorithms in our experiment and summarized their advantage and disadvantage in AND. Last but not least, we propose
a novel co-training algorithm that smoothed the learning curve of co-training and
incorporated the dataset’s manifold structure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews previous literature
and related works on essential steps of author name disambiguation and co-training.
Chapter 3 describes the dataset details used during the experiment. Chapter 4,5,6
presents algorithmic details, experiment setup, experimental results, observations,
and analyzes the underlying reasons why the co-training algorithm works. Finally,
chapter 7 provides a summary of our experiment.
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CHAPTER 2
Related Works
There exist a large number of works on both name disambiguation and co-training
algorithm. This chapter reviews the previous researches and publications on both
author name disambiguation approaches and co-training style algorithms.

2.1

Two Supervised Learning Approaches for Name
Disambiguation in Author Citations

Han et al. [14] proposed supervised name disambiguation methodologies by using
Naive Bayes and SVM. Those methods usually consider an individual as a class and
classify each entry into one of the classes.

2.1.1

Dataset

They first collected data using publication lists from the web and obtained two author
groups, one from 15 different “J Anderson” with 229 entries, and 11 different “J
Smith” with 338 entries. The second type of data they use in their experiment is
download from the DBLP website.
For both data, if the author’s names have the same initial and last name, then they
group those entries. Then they select nine large name dataset with each having more
than ten name variations. S Lee, 35 authors with 461 entries; J Lee, 33 authors with
330 entries; J Kim, 25 authors with 239 entries; Y Chen, 24 authors with 201 entries;
S Kim, 20 authors with 181 entries; C Lee, 18 authors with 152 entries; A Gupta, 16
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authors with 332 entries; J Chen, 13 authors with 174 entries and H Kim, 11 authors
with 120 entries. For each entry, three attributes coauthor names, paper titles, and
journal titles are included.

2.1.2

Method

Before they apply classifiers, they first preprocessed the text attributes. (Remove
stop words) Each name dataset is randomly split, with half of them used for training,
and the other half for testing. The first classifier they applied is Naive Bayes with
multinomial distributions. The prior probability is calculated using the number of
papers wroten by individuals, where the prolific author can have a large prior probability. The conditional probability is calculated with independent attributes where
different elements in an attribute type are also independent of each other. (using
standard term frequency and add-one smoothing)
The second method they applied is support vector machine, they use term frequency
(TF) as feature weighting and applied L1 norm, then extend the setting to one vs all,
which makes each author a class instead of a set of binary classifiers.

2.1.3

Result

They use accuracy as their evaluation metric. The experiment shows that with two
self-collected datasets, they get 90.0% accuracy on both naive Bayes and SVM. For
nine groups in the DBLP dataset, naive Bayes achieved 73.3% average accuracy in
which SVM had 65.4% average accuracy. One crucial observation they have is that
coauthor names appear to be the most robust attribute for name disambiguation task.
Their method looks like a proper baseline technique for classification in author name
disambiguation.
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2.2

Disambiguate Authors in Academic Publications using Random Forests

Pucktada Treeratpituk and C.Lee Giles [31] proposed an approach that uses random
forest for name disambiguation.

2.2.1

Dataset

First, they randomly select 91 unique author names (as defined by the last name
and the first initial) and then extract all papers under those author names from
the Medline database. Second, they were manually examining metadata provided in
Medline to determine whether the same author or different author writes two papers;
this step provides the label for future training. Third, they randomly select 100, 200,
300, 400, 500 entries for each unique name group to evaluate the influence of data
size.

2.2.2

Method

First, they construct a similarity profile for each paper. Each similarity profile consists of 21 features, grouped into six categories: author similarity, affiliation similarity,
coauthors similarity, concept similarity, journal similarity, and title similarity. For
each similarity calculation, they use different approaches from the simple rule-based
approach (if-else and give a designated score) or traditional approach like TF-IDF
with a distance function like Jaro-Winkler distance.
After they engineered features, they apply five different classifiers: random forest,
logistic regression, Naive-Bayes, a decision tree, and SVM.
Finally, they evaluated the feature importance using permutation and Gini importance and performed feature selection and assessed its results.
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2.2.3

Result

They use accuracy as a performance measurement method. With the data size of 500,
Naive Bayes achieved only 77.66% of accuracy, Logistic regression achieved 90.87%,
decision tree achieved 94.15%, SVM achieved 93.68%, and random forest achieved
95.99% of accuracy.
For evaluation of feature importance, they observe that instead of using all 21 features (achieved 95.9% of accuracy), using the top 6 features ranked by permutation
importance achieves 95.5% accuracy. Their result shows a high level of disambiguation accuracy can be achieved with a small subset of features that have high relativity
to the disambiguation task.
Compared to the method in [14], where they use similarity score as the feature set
instead of using vector representation itself, the feature set may achieve a better result (They didn’t make such comparison). However, every time a new feature added
to the algorithm requires manually modify the feature set fed to the algorithm is
undesirable.

2.3

ELM-based Name Disambiguation in Bibliography

D. Han, S. Liu, Y. Hu, B. Wang, and Y. Sun [12] proposed two strategies: OCEN (one
classifier for each name) and OCAN (one classifier for all names) based on extreme
learning machine (ELM).

2.3.1

Dataset

The dataset they use is collect from DBLP. They collect data for six different author
names. Each author’s name comprises many papers written by that name; each paper
contains the list of author names, the title and the journal-title.
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2.3.2

Method

In the experiment, they use Term Frequency for the author name, TF-IDF for both
paper title and book title. After that, they concatenate three features matrix together to get the combined matrix X. At last, they apply PCA to remove the linear
correlations in X and reduce its dimensionality.
They have applied two strategies: OCEN and OCAN. For OCEN, it is essentially
identical classification approach as [14] and [31]. For OCAN, instead of train classifiers for each name, they try to train a classifier that can predict whether the same
author name in any given pair of paper refers to the same author or two different
ones. This method requires them to build the similarity function and use the pairwise similarity as features. They have applied rule-based (if-else check and give a
ranked score) similarity function in their experiment. After generating a similarity
profile for every pair, they then randomly select 2000 pairs and train a classifier for
further classification.
They have applied three classification algorithms: SVM, LS-SVM, and ELM for both
OCEN and OCAN.

2.3.3

Result

For the OCEN strategy, they found that ELM gives the best performance comparing
to SVM and LS-SVM. For the OCAN, they also found that ELM outperforms SVM
and LS-SVM. They mention that classifiers in the OCEN strategy predict more accurately but require training classifiers for every name in the bibliography. For the
OCAN strategy, only a single classifier is trained based on all data-points pairwise
similarity, but it’s less accurate.
Their conclusion shows the same concern as me. After reading related papers, I noticed that we always deal with the trade-off between problem simplicity, cost, and
accuracy. I see that the OCAN strategy for generating feature are relatively subjective to the dataset and very difficult to be improved; thus, it doesn’t same like an
excellent strategy to be used in our experiment.
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2.4

Name Disambiguation in Author Citations using A K-way Spectral Clustering Method

This paper describes one of the early works of using the clustering method on the
name disambiguation, published by Han et al. [13].

2.4.1

Dataset

They have used 16 names dataset with entries collected from the DBLP database.
Each of the datasets contains a set of paper records representing papers written by
authors with the same name. Each record contains three citation attributes: coauthor
names, paper titles, and publication venue titles.

2.4.2

Method

They first construct citation vectors for all records. Their experiment uses two types of
vector representation (feature weighting) method: TF-IDF, or normalized TF. Then
they build a gram matrix of the citation vectors to represents the pairwise cosine
similarities between entries. At last, they apply K way spectral clustering algorithm
to the gram matrix to get cluster membership for each record.
For each name dataset, they have varied the size of the datasets in two different ways.
First, they select the authors associated with at least a minimal number of entries.
Second, they randomly select a percentage (from 10% through 100%, with the step
size of 10%) of each author’s paper from the dataset containing authors with at least
ten papers. Also, they have study the contribution of different citation attribute on
name disambiguation.
In their experiment, they have assumed the number of clusters in each dataset is
given to reduce problem complexity.
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2.4.3

Result

As the final result, they have shown that spectral methods outperform k-means for
their datasets. They achieved 61.5% to 64.7% average accuracy on 14 DBLP name
datasets with a variety of sizes. They observed that publication venue title information is more stable than paper title information.

2.5

A Network-Embedding Based Method for Author Disambiguation

This paper describes one of the recent works of using the clustering method on the
name disambiguation, published by Xu et al. [34]. In their work, they force on how
to generate a comprehensive vector representation to represent paper, which is recent
tend for author name disambiguation problem.

2.5.1

Dataset

They have conduct experiments on three datasets: Arnetminer, DBLP, and CiteSeerX. In these datasets, each ambiguous name is a distinct dataset. There are
110 names for 1515 authors in the Arnetminer (AMiner) dataset (7022 papers); 679
names for 1463 authors in the DBLP dataset (6478papers); 14 names for 468 authors
in CiteseerX dataset(8453 papers).

2.5.2

Method

First, they create five types of networks: co-author, co-title, co-venue, co-summary,
and co-organization. They use different vector representation methods (DeepWalk,
LINE, Node2Vec, etc.) to learn paper’s representations.
After getting the paper’s representation, they apply the clustering algorithm to group
the papers into different clusters. They have used HDBSCAN, and affinity propagation clustering (AP) method since those methods do not require the user to input the
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number of classes in the dataset.

2.5.3

Result

Experiments in their work are conducted with at least five repetitions, and the average value of Macro-F1 is used for their performance evaluation. They claimed the
technique proposed for Network embedding methods is 9% to 31% better than all the
others. For clustering methods, they argued about 8% to 30% of improvement.

2.6

A Taxonomy for Author Name Disambiguation

Ferreira and et al. [6] proposed a taxonomy to demonstrate different methods used
in author name disambiguation. They proposed that the existing techniques can be
classified as either Author assignment or Author grouping.
The technique for author assignment is to directly assign the entry to an author by
building a model. The model could be a classifier where each class is an author or
many classifiers but perform the same task. On the other hand, the author grouping
techniques is to group the entries that have the highest similarity together and check
the entry similarity to each group.
By looking through existing work in this paper, we can summarize that majority of
techniques described in the paper are trying to disambiguate papers to authors by
using a similarity function instead of directly assigning the corresponding author to
each paper. Also, three main citation attributes used are author names, work title
and publication venue title.
They have introduced eight open challenges on author name disambiguation: 1. Very
Little Data in the paper. 2. Very Ambiguous Cases. 3. Papers with Errors. 4.Efficiency. 5.Different Knowledge Areas. 6. Incremental Disambiguation. 7. Author
Profile Changes. 8. New Authors.
The problem of training data size is small. It occurs in many real-world classification
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problems and been brought up here, which leads me to search for the techniques
for solving training data-sized problems while performing better than the clustering
technique.

2.7

Combining Labeled and Unlabeled Data With
Co-Training

Blum and Mitchell [2] introduced a seminal semi-supervised machine learning algorithm to deal with the case where only small amounts of labeled data and large
amounts of unlabeled data provided for training.

2.7.1

Dataset

They use 1,051 web pages collected from 4 universities where the course home page is
treated as the positive data-point and all other pages as the negative data-point. In
their dataset, the class is not balanced thus only 22% of the web page is course page.
For each web page, the text appears on the web page is treated as view one, where
text in the hyperlink to the page is treated as view two.

2.7.2

Method

Given dataset X, they first assume data can be naturally separated into two views:
X = X1 ∗ X2 and each view must be sufficient for learning the classification task.
They have an intuitive example as follow: let f denotes the target function over entire
example, then for any example x = (x1 , x2 ), x ∈ X with label `, f (x) = f1 (x1 ) =
f2 (x2 ) = `. This example shows the case where each view is sufficient for learning the
classification task. But how they use unlabeled data to amplifying labeled data?
This needs each view to be conditionally independent from each other, which is their
second assumption. For example: for any unlabeled example (x1 , x2 ), if f1 (x1 ) = 0,
then we can assume we produce a new label for x2 of f2 . However, if x1 are highly
correlated with x2 or x1 = x2 , then algorithm gives very little or no useful information
16
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about f2 . Think otherwise, if x1 and x2 are conditionally independent from each other,
given f1 (x1 ) = 0, the corresponding x2 will be a random point in view two space with
label 0, which could be very useful.
After the above two assumptions are satisfied, it’s time to explain the training process.
The algorithm is given L labeled data and U unlabeled data. First, the algorithm
generates small unlabeled pool u0 from all unlabeled data U . Then, it start to iterate:
first, use L to train two classifier h1 using view one portion of labeled data and h2
using view two portion of labeled data; then allow h1, h2 predict on u0 and select p
most confident positive and n most confident negative for both h1 and h2; then add
2p+2n data-points with their predicted label to L; at last, redraw 2p+2n data-points
from U to u0 .
In their experiment, 263(25%) of the 1,051 web page selected as the test set. Then
they draw three positive and nine negative at random and put it in labeled pool L.
The rest of the example is put in an unlabeled pool U . They conducted 5 times with
different random seed with parameter set to p=1,n=3,k=30,u=75.

2.7.3

Result

Their baseline is a simple supervised Naive Bayes algorithm with only training data.
With the page-based classifier only(Px1 ), they obtained 12.9% error rate. With the
hyperlink-based classifier only (Px2 ), they obtain a 12.4% error rate. With combined
classifier (probability is Px1 (.) ∗ Px2 ), they obtain 11.1% error rate.
Where for co-train, it require use of 2 view (x1 , x2 ) on function pair (f1 , f2 ) and
distribution D, and then they define
P11 = PD (f1 (x1 ) = 1, f2 (x2 ) = 1)
P10 = PD (f1 (x1 ) = 1, f2 (x2 ) = 0)
P01 = PD (f1 (x1 ) = 0, f2 (x2 ) = 1)
P11 = PD (f1 (x1 ) = 1, f2 (x2 ) = 1)
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and assume that P11 ∗ P00 > P10 ∗ P01 + δ. During labeling process, the prediction
result for P11 and P00 is clear, and they gives a clear proof.(very long part thus
omitted) However, for P10 and P01 , function pair (f1 , f2 ) on an example (x1 , x2 ) give
different prediction. They assume they get enough labeled data to create a weakly
useful predictor h of f1 (case of P10 with true label 1), or h of f2 (case of P01 with
true label 0). Now we move to how we use h for unlabeled data. Let’s first define
α = PD [h(x1 ) = 0|f1 (x1 ) = 1] and β = PD [h(x1 ) = 1|f1 (x1 ) = 0] (classification noise
(True label not equal prediction)). If h produce usable (α, β) classification noise for
f1 , then it can produce usable classification noise for f2 .
Co-training gets an error rate of 6.2% on the page-based classifier, 11.6% on the
hyperlink-based classifier, and only 5.0% with combined classifier. Their result shows
co-training is comparatively better than the supervised algorithm they used in all
types of the classifier.

2.8

COTRADE: Confident Co-Training with Data
Editing

Zhang and Zhou[36] proposed a new co-training style algorithm named COTRADE.

2.8.1

Dataset

They experiment with their method on six datasets. First, is the 1,051 web page collected from 4 universities where the course home page is the positive data-point and
all other pages as the negative data-point. Second is advertisement image filtering,
where they didn’t provide any details, but they create three datasets for their experiment. Third, the categorization of newsgroups where they choose 16 newsgroups
randomly drawn 100 postings from the 1,000 postings in the original 20-Newsgroup
data. They formed two datasets for the classification of the newsgroup.
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2.8.2

Method

Compare to the general co-training algorithm; the proposed method COTRADE has
made two significant changes:
First, they utilize the data editing techniques to obtain reliable labelling confidence
in unlabeled examples explicitly. The data editing technique contains two steps: The
first step is to construct an undirected neighbourhood graph for unlabeled data. The
second step is to evaluate the new label’s correctness regarding the undirected neighbourhood graph. They assume that a correctly labeled example should possess the
same label for most neighbouring examples. Second, they controlled the number of
noisy (new) labeled instances instead of the fixed parameter for adding noisy (new)
labeled instances.
For each dataset, 25% of the data are kept as test examples while the rest are used
as training examples. They have performed 100 independent runs for every dataset.
They were comparing their method COTRADE with STDCOTRAIN (self-training),
STDCOTRAIN (Co-Train), SETRED (a variant of self-training), TRAINORG (baseline with the supervised algorithm).

2.8.3

Result

Their result shows that the COTRADE they proposed performs better than others
when comparing algorithms when the initial labeled data size is relatively small.
In summary, COTRADE they proposed is statistically superior to STDCOTRAIN,
SELFTRAIN, SETRED and TRAINORG in around 68%, 71%, 67% and 76% cases.
Their assumption that a correctly labeled data should be closer to points belonging
to the same class. They have verified it; thus, such presumption may be adopted for
my experiment.
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2.9

Outline of AND and Other Related Works

Author name disambiguation involves different parts of machine learning: natural
language processing(NLP), graph vector representation, and classification or clustering. We can summarize it into three necessary steps: data preprocessing, data
vectorization, and final classification or clustering.
Raw data

Data preprocessing

Data Vectorization

Classification or Clustering
FIGURE 5: Normal NLP process
Figure 5 shows the necessary steps for all author name disambiguation process.
This thesis focus on the improvement of the final classification or clustering part of the
AND process. Since the data preprocessing and data vectorization are also essential
for author name disambiguation; thus, we give a brief explanation in techniques for
data preprocessing and data vectorization.

2.9.1

Input Raw Data Format

First, there must exist the author labels that can tell which paper belongs to which
author if we want to use the classification method for AND. Typically, such data is
challenging to obtain. Thanks to Feng provides us with some data from PubMed that
contains some ORCID (an author identifier), we can now extract some useful subset
that can be used for author name disambiguation.
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The input data is generally in raw text format, which cannot be directly used for
any machine learning task. Therefore data preprocessing and data vectorization are
needed to transform the raw data input into a format that the computer can understand while preserving as much information as possible.

2.9.2

Data Preprocessing

After we obtain enough data, we need to preprocess the data to proceed. In general,
researchers like to apply the following data preprocessing approaches: remove stop
words to improve data quality, eliminate the numerate values, etc. After finish data
preprocessing, the next step is to vectorize the processed data.

2.9.3

Data Vectorization Methods

Most of the previous works use traditional vectorization methods like TF, TF-IDF,
or LSA. Here, we talk about details on those methods and some new stage of art
methods that may increase the performance of AND. Our input data contain both
contents (text) part of the data and citation (graph) part of the data.
We use the following text data vectorization methods in our experiment:
• Term Frequency (uni-gram)
• Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency [30] (uni-gram)
• Latent Semantic Analysis [20] (LSA)
• Doc2vec [17]
– Paragraph Vector-Distributed Memory (PV-DM)
– Paragraph Vector-Distributed Bag of Words (PV-DBOW)
And following graph vectorization method:
• node2vec [11]
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Term Frequency (TF)
TF is the simplest method to convert raw text to vector, and every document is
represented as a vector indicating the count of tokens (words) in the document. We
usually will not directly use TF since n occurrences of a token in the document does
not mean this token is n times more important than another less frequent token.
Therefore we can apply log normalization (also called Sublinear-TF) to reduce the
weight of high-frequency tokens. [21]
docID
1
2
3
4
5

words in document
This Treat Cancer
This Cancer Analysis
This Cancer this
This AI Analysis Database
This Cancer Database

label
Biology Author
Biology Author
Biology Author
CS Author
CS Author

TABLE 2: Example raw input data (text representation)
Table 2 shows an example of how real document would looks like. When we use
TF vectorization with uni-gram and Sublinear-TF, the vector will looks like Table 3,
where the Sublinear-TF in example will be T F (this,3) = 1 + log(2) ≈ 1.3.
docID
1
2
3
4
5

Treat
1
0
0
0
0

This AI
1
0
1
0
1.3
0
1
1
1
0

Cancer Analysis Database
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1

TABLE 3: TF vectorization on example of Table 2

Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
TF-IDF is another universal method to reflect how important a term is to a document
in a collection. It is one of the most popular term-weighting schemes today; 83% of
text-based recommendation systems in digital libraries use TF-IDF[1].
Unlike TF that simpy counting the term frequency in the document, TF-IDF value
will increase based on the number of times a word appears in the document and offset
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by the frequency of the word appear in the collection.
The TF-IDF is the product of Term frequency (TF) and Inverse document-frequency
(IDF):
T F IDF (t,d,D) = TF(t,d) · IDF (t,D)

(1)

The IDF (t,D) are calculate as:
IDF (t,D) = log

N
df (t,D)

(2)

where N is total number of documents in the corpus and df (t,D) is number of documents where token t appears.
If a token t is not in the training corpus, df (t,D) will be zero which lead to a divisionby-zero. We can solve it by adding-one-smoothing, which will be resulting equation:
IDF (t,D) = log

N +1
df (t,D) + 1

(3)

When we apply IDF (t,D) to Table 3 with no add one smoothing, we get Table 4,
where IDF in examples is calculated as IDF (Treat) = IDF (AI) = log 51 = 0.7.
docID
1
2
3
4
5

Treat
0.7
0
0
0
0

This AI
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.7
0
0

Cancer Analysis Database
0.1
0
0
0.1
0.4
0
0.1
0
0
0
0.4
0.4
0.1
0
0.4

TABLE 4: TF-IDF vectorization on example of Table 2
Both TF and TF-IDF will result in a sparse matrix with size [total number of
document * vocabulary] where vocabulary is total unique tokens appearing in all
documents. However, the sparsity of matrices could cause a verity of problems for
the training of the machine learning model and the visualization of the problem,
which is why methods that produce a density matrix are more preference in recent
studies.
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Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
For a large number of documents, if we only use occurrence matrix (like TF, or
TF-IDF matrices), we will end up with a massive amount of dimensions (Same as
vocabulary size). First, not all of these tokens(features) contribute to label prediction. Second, a large number of dimensions will likely introduce noise during training,
reduce the dimension will help reduce the noise. Third, a large number of dimensions
will require a large amount of space and computing power, which is undesirable. Last,
most of the dense vector is a better representation of documents and easier to use in
practice. Therefore we need to reduce the dimension of data while preserving most
of the information (variance) of the data.
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is simply apply singular value decomposition (SVD,
for more detail on SVD, please check 7) to an occurrence matrix (TF, TF-IDF) [20].
The process transforms this occurrence matrix into a “semantic” space of low dimensionality. The resulting vector will be a dense vector that compresses with information
from the sparse term-document matrices. However, this process of dimension reduction will inevitably lose some information about the original matrices.
Paragraph Vector-Distributed Memory (PV-DM)
PV-DM is a vectorization method for NLP, which directly generates the dense vector
from the raw document to represent the document. It is one of two neural networkbased vectorization approach proposed by Mikilov and Le[17]. This model is developed based on the concept of Continues bag of word (CBOW) in word2vec.
In PV-DM, every document is mapped to a unique vector, represented by a column
in matrix D and every word is also mapped to a unique vector, represented by a column in matrix W . This model is very similar to Word2Vec-CBOW with additional
paragraph token to act as a memory that remembers what is missing from the current
context.
Suppose that there are N document (paragraphs) in the corpus, M words in the vocabulary, and we want to learn paragraph vectors such that each document is mapped
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to p dimensions and each word is mapped to q dimensions, then the model has the
total of N ∗ p + M ∗ q parameters (excluding the softmax parameters)[17].
For more details on PV-DM, please see 3.
Paragraph Vector-Distributed Bag of Words (PV-DBOW)
PV-DBOW is another neural network-based vectorization approach proposed by Mikilov and Le[17]. This model is developed based on the skip-gram model in word2vec.
With PV-DBOW, it ignores the context words in the input and forces the model
to predict randomly sampled words from the paragraph in the output. This model
is similar to the Word2Vec-Skip-gram model, instead of using the current word to
predict surrounding word, the model uses paragraph id to predict sampled word from
that paragraph.
For more details on PV-DBOW, please see 4.
node2vec
Citation between papers can be considered a graph or network representing the
influence of papers in the scholar community. Node2vec is a method for learning
continuous feature representations for nodes (papers) in networks. It is one of the
state-of-the-art algorithms to represent the node in the graph. Node2vec is a neuralnetwork-based approach which is based on the success of word2vec.
The idea behind node2vec is simple. It first generates relations from the input graph
using the random-walk algorithm. Then use generated relations as the document,
and fit through a skip-gram model.
For more details on node2vec, please see 5.

2.9.4

Classification or Clustering

The last step of AND is to perform classification or clustering depending on our assumption on the dataset. Since there are many ways for author name disambiguation,
we decide to make a fair comparison between them.
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We have using unsupervised machine learning techniques like K-means and Hierarchical clustering in our experiment. We have using supervised machine learning
techniques like Naive Bayes (NB), logistic regression (LR), and support vector machine (SVM) in our experiment. We have using semi-supervised machine learning
techniques like co-training in our research.
We will describe more details in the next few chapters.

2.10

Summary

First, we reviewed list of supervised approach for author name disambiguation [14,
25, 31, 12, 27, 5]. Second, we reviewed a semi-supervised approach for author name
disambiguation [7] Third, we reviewed list of unsupervised approach for author name
disambiguation [13, 15, 34, 19, 35]. Then, we reviewed some previous survey on author name disambiguation techniques[6, 29]. Last, we reviewed the use of Co-training
techniques on different problems and assessed the possibility of using such technique
on the author name disambiguation problem. We notice that the conditional independence can hold if we are using the context of paper as view one, where the citation
network as view two.
After reviewing the different approaches for author name disambiguation, I notice
author name ambiguity is resolved by using different publication attributes such as
co-authors, title words, keywords, affiliations, citations, abstract, venues and publication years. However, the different author uses different DL and publication attributes
for their research. It is challenging to go through all of them and make a fair comparison amount them. Thus, in my experiment, I limited publication attributes and
made a clear view of how each step works.
During the review of papers on the co-training style algorithm, I noticed the number
of relevant approaches had been developed under different names based on standard
co-training provided by Blum and Mitchell[2]. For example, Goldman and Zhou [9]
proposed to use two different classifiers instead of one but both take the whole feature set, and add 10-fold cross-validation during labelling of data; Mihalcea and Rada
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[24] proposed to save the classifier created during each co-training iteration, then apply a majority voting to add new label; Zhang and Zhou[36] proposed COTRADE
which describe before; etc [4, 3, 32, 18, 33]. We adopt some of those changes to our
experiment.
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CHAPTER 3
Datasets
Notation: On word-level, we are using word(token) interchangeably. On the document
level, we use paper(entries;data-point;datapoint) interchangeably.
PID: unique paper id; ORCID (AID): unique author id.

3.1

PubMed

The dataset we used in this experiment comes from PubMed. It is a free search engine
that is majorly accessing the bio-medical literature from the MEDLINE database.
(https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/licensee/2016 stats/2016 LO.html).

3.1.1

Raw Data Details

In the dataset we have, a total of 4,163,772 paper entries (18% of all paper entries).
Amount those paper entries, a total of 3,151,504 are unique paper. (Due to PubMed
only take one author name as the primary author, which causes duplicate entries for
single papers)
Text Data
The paper title and abstract are given in two separate files. One of the files contains
a list of paper titles (one paper id (PID) to one paper title), and another one includes
a list of paper’s abstract (one PID to one paper abstract). Each of the files contains
the title and abstract for 27,064,014 papers.
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Citation Data
The paper citation graph is also given but in a different text file. It containing
502,248,885 edges for 27,064,014 papers.
Label and Other Features
Our dataset’s labels are given in a total of 1,132 files, and they are grouped by the
same first name last initial. (FNLI) Each file contains all papers written by the same
FNLI. Each line in the file represents details regarding single paper’s information. It
contains tab-separated fields like PID, ORCID (author unique identifier), co-author
(FNLI only), author-count, etc.

3.1.2

Extract Labeled Data

In our experiment, ORCID is used as the label to disambiguate authors with the same
name. Since not all papers have ORCID, we need to extract those entries that have
the label information. Figure 6 shows the percentage of label data in all data, which
again emphasizes the importance of using unlabeled data.

FIGURE 6: Percentage of labeled in all data
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Extract label for author
Since label information is provided in 1,132 files, we need to loop through all files and
every line in each file to check whether a paper is given ORCID. In the raw files, if the
author’s ORCID is not given, the dataset is filled the blank with a “-1” as the mark
to indicate the current paper entry is unlabeled. After this necessary processing, we
obtain 140,266 labeled entries containing 135,796 unique papers (135,796 PID), which
is written by 9,914 distinct authors (9,914 ORCID).
The given files also contain other features, such as co-author. Since some of the
features are difficult to obtain in reality, they do not collaborate well with essential
features like title or abstract. Thus we not be using those features in our experiment,
which in some way provided extra generalization ability for the different types of
datasets.
Use PID to extract corresponding text data
Since we now have 135,796 papers with the label, next is to loop through title file and
abstract file for corresponding contents, then we extract them as save it to a smaller
file to save some space.
Use PID to extract corresponding citation data
Same for citation, we need to extract a subgraph contain labeled data-points from
the large graph. The citation graph contains income link and outcome link, which
means a paper can either cite other papers or get cited by other papers. Therefore we
need to check the exists of labeled PID in both columns of the file. After we extract
a labeled citation subgraph from the large graph, it leaves us a citation graph with
3,585,267 nodes, 6,066,580 edges and an average degree of 3.4. Notice most of the
node in the citation graph is paper that been cited by papers have the label.
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Dataset
Pubmed

# of Entries
140,266

# of papers
135,796

# of authors
9,914

# of group
1,132

TABLE 5: Label data details
Labeled data summary
Table 5 show details about labeled dataset. Some of the datasets contain a single
entry, which is an unusable dataset. Therefore, further data processing still needed.

3.2
3.2.1

Data Preprocessing
Data Grouping

Before everything starts, we need to group authors that have some similarities to reduce the computational complexity of the problem. This simplification of the problem
must be using information that is commonly available to ensure the generalization of
our approach.
In the experiment, we use an approach called blocking technique [25], which is commonly used for author name disambiguation. Among all different blocking methods,
the most straightforward and generalized approach is group author names based on
their name spellings. We used that blocking method with filtering criteria of “the
same first name initial and the same last name (FILN).” The blocking technique with
the FILN setting is a straightforward approach. It merely groups the author’s entries
with the same initial and full last name in an ambiguous author group. By forming
the subgroup with FNLI, the synonym problem has been converted to polysemy except for a few special cases. (Like the author has changed their first name or last
initial due to different reasons).
For the PubMed dataset, the data are given in files like “canopy j read” where the
ambiguity author group is already given (total of 1,132). Table 6 shows an example author group of “d richardson” with total of 456 data-points. The top 10 most
ambiguity group (name contain lots of author) are [(’j kim’, 169), (’y wang’, 138),
(’y zhang’, 119), (’y liu’, 100), (’j chen’, 94), (’j zhang’, 87), (’h chen’, 71), (’h wang’,
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d richardson
1
2
3
4
5
6

Author ID
0000-0003-0960-6415
0000-0002-7751-1058
0000-0002-3992-8610
0000-0003-0247-9118
0000-0002-3189-2190
0000-0002-0054-6850

paper written
231
167
22
17
12
7

TABLE 6: The ambiguity name group “d richardson”
69), (’x li’, 68), (’l wang’, 59)] where the string represent the ambiguity author group
and the number represent number of author that belong to that ambiguity author
group.
The top 10 most significant groups (the name has written most of the papers) are
(2116, j kim), (1689, y wang), (1244, y zhang),(1139, j chen), (1111, k kim), (986,
h chen), (965, y liu), (965, j zhang), (913, j nielsen), (867, x li) where the number
represents the number of data-point in ambiguity author group.

3.2.2

Data Cleaning (Data Tokenization)

In this experiment, we first make all words to lower case, then we remove all symbols
and punctuations from raw text except digit and character ’-,’ and then we tokenize
the rest of text using uni-grams (n=1) for word level. After we have done tokenization,
we remove the stop-word using NLTK’s English stop-word package. At last, we
remove token that is longer than 50 characters and shorter than two characters.
Figure 7 shows the frequency distribution of top 30 token. As we can see, Figure
7 (a) shows that the token contains mostly stop-words before the data preprocessing,
which gives almost no information or negative influence (introduce noise) on the
disambiguation task. After we preprocessed the data, Figure 7 (b) shows that the
top 30 tokens are much more meaningful now, which means the dataset we get have
less noise now.
Figure 8 shows the text length distributions for title (panel A), abstract (panel B)
and combined (panel C) after data preprocessing. As expected, they follow log-normal
distributions like most other text corpora. If we look at details, most of the titles
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FIGURE 8: Text length distributions for title (panel A), abstract (panel B) and
combined (panel C) after data preprocessing.
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have text length lay around 10, most of the abstracts have length lay around 150.
By concatenate title and abstract together, we obtain an text frequency distribution
in Figure 8c. Based on Figure 8 (c), some of the papers may have the title only,
which in contradiction of early observation that we have all abstract. After some
investigation on the dataset, we noticed that few conditions have happened: First,
some of the paper only have few words in there abstract; second, the abstract of some
paper contains only common words; third, the abstract only contains a line delimiter
’\n’.

3.3

Data Vectorization

We use python with the gensim [28] package to train the neural network-based vector
representations and the scikit-learn package to train traditional vector representations.
After we have cleaned and tokenized data, the next step is to vectorize the text so
that machine learning algorithms such as classification algorithms can be applied. We
use following strategy for our experiment:
1. We perform data vectorization with 140,266 labeled data only and exclude unlabeled data. This strategy is a balanced option, and we have used this strategy
for our experiment. It allows traditional methods like TF and TF-IDF to function well while allowing neural network models to get somewhat sufficient data
to train useful vector representation.
Now, let us walk through details of how we vectorize our data. First, we applied
the bag-of-words (BOW) model with the uni-gram setting and applied TF with log
normalization to generate the first set of vector for the experiment. Then, we run the
TF-IDF with log normalization and add one smoothing as the second set of vector
for the experiment. Finally, we decided to try some recently advanced neural network
modelling techniques, including PV-DM and PV-DBOW.
The vectorization method is applied together on all 135,796 papers. For data consistency, we set parameter min-count of 2 to remove all the token that appears less than
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two times since word only occurs one time gives no help in disambiguation task.
For the vectorization method that generates a large sparse matrix or uses the large
sparse matrix in generating processes like TF, TF-IDF, and LSA, the standard computer may not have enough memory to process it. Here we train a sparse matrix with
that server that contains 128G of memory. For hyper-parameters in latent semantic
analysis, we set n components to 100.
For the neural-network vectorization method that requires many data points to train,
we used all 135,796 labeled papers to train the document vector representation. Here
in our experiment, we use the gensim doc2vec package as the experiment tool. In both
PV-DM and PV-DBOW model, we use the same parameter where vector size=100,
sample=1e-3, epochs=20, negative=5, and window=5. First, parameter “vector size”
means the output dimension of the vector from this model, we think 100 is a reasonable vector size; parameter “sample” is the down-sampling parameter where we
downsample the high-frequency words; “epochs” is how many iterations we train the
model; “negative”=5 is negative sampling set to 5; “window” = 5 is meaning five
words behind and ahead are positive data-point which is the ’correct’ word output
which will increase node activation when performing backpropagation. With this
document, vector representation is trained on all labeled papers. We then extracted
corresponding labeled papers based on each ambiguity author group, from it to form
our vector representation matrix to perform disambiguation.

3.3.1

Vector concatenation

We have vectors for both text and citation, and now we have to fix the issue where
some paper only contains text, no citation data. For traditional AND methods, we
will need to concatenate two vectors into one vector, like in Figure 9. There are
methods like remove papers contain no citation data, but since we only have a small
amount of data, we decided to use the simple technique that fills the empty cell with
0.
Table 7 shows how much papers do not have citation data.
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FIGURE 9: Vector concatenation
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Datasets
k kim
p robinson
t smith
d richardson
y wang
w lee
k becker
y lin
a silva
r lewis
j nielsen
l roberts
m wu
w wang
s wolf
r reis
a cheng

# of papers with text data
504
252
267
398
238
208
292
261
314
360
696
326
413
295
275
536
445

# of papers with citation
457
246
255
344
227
196
285
235
292
344
650
257
394
288
243
500
425

TABLE 7: Papers Text and Citation Availability
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CHAPTER 4
Author Name Disambiguation by
Clustering
Clustering is an excellent method for solving the author name disambiguation problem.[6] Clustering works by grouping the papers with the highest similarity together.
In general, the papers written by the same author should have a higher similarity
than the papers written by other authors. Therefore, we should be able to see some
well-formed clusters.

4.1
4.1.1

Unsupervised Algorithms
K-Means

Since K-means are one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms, and it also
been used in NLP; therefore, we use it as the baseline approach of unsupervised
algorithms. The intuition behind why k-means would work is rather simple. For
our instance, since the paper written by different authors should be quite different
in semantic (especially when they study different areas) therefore the measure of the
within-cluster distance should be recognized as how similar to each paper inside of a
cluster are. This distance helps us disambiguate the authority of paper when a large
amount of paper written by authors with the same name.
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4.1.2

Hierarchical Clustering

Hierarchical clustering consists of two different strategies: Agglomerative (bottomup) and Divisive(top-down). Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering (AHC) is the
clustering method that people commonly use. However, it has a time complexity of
O(n3 ), making it too slow for large datasets. AHC first assumes every data point
in the dataset is in its cluster, then merges with the most similar (closest) cluster.
Eventually, it builds a hierarchy tree of clusters, and we can select where we want to
cut the tree.

4.2
4.2.1

Experimental Setup
Dataset Selection

We have selected 18 name groups for the clustering part of the experiment. We need
first to extract the corresponding vector representation for each author group based
on PID.
There are many different clustering methods, and most of them need to know the
number of clusters in each author group. Typically, if we do not know the number
of clusters in the dataset before we try to apply the clustering algorithm, we have to
use some estimation algorithms like community detection. However, since the cluster
count estimation algorithm will not be our primary focus, we assume the number of
clusters is known.
In our experiment, we use scikit-learn package [26] for different machine learning
models. We first start with a simple clustering method like k-means, which is the
centroid based method. Then we try Agglomerative Clustering with four different
linkage functions: ward linkage, complete (maximum) linkage, average linkage, and
single linkage. Since K-means is designed to use geometric distance (Euclidean distance), therefore all algorithms using Euclidean distance as the distance measurement
method in the clustering algorithm. Notice we also tested using cosine similarity as
distance, however, the result is not promising.
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We use python as the tool to run our experiment and using the scikit-learn package
for the clustering task. We use the following parameters in our experiment: First,
we set the number of clusters to its actual cluster count for all methods. For the
k-means, we use default parameters; for AHC with different linkage functions, we use
euclidean distance only and use the default parameter for all other parameters.
During the experiment, we applied a filter to reduce the influence of insignificant authors. Because insignificant authors provide almost no information for us to perform
disambiguation, those insignificant authors’ data points would be treated as noises.
Table 8 shows details on 18 name groups selected.
Name group

Raw
# of Entries
j-kim
2116
k-kim
1111
j-nielsen
913
d-richardson
456
a-silva
786
y-lin
785
w-wang
765
m-wu
658
a-cheng
636
r-reis
615
t-smith
603
w-lee
590
y-wang
1,689
r-lewis
427
k-becker
394
l-roberts
363
s-wolf
363
p-robinson
275
Total
13545

# of author
169
57
14
6
50
47
53
20
11
10
19
35
138
11
5
6
9
4
664

Filter = 100
# of Entries
470
504
696
398
314
261
295
413
445
536
267
208
238
360
292
326
275
252
6550

# of author # of Entries per author
3
(200, 146, 124)
3
(211, 154, 139)
3
(487, 105, 104)
2
(231, 167)
2
(158, 156)
2
(146, 115)
2
(194, 101)
2
(219, 194)
2
(265, 180)
2
(423, 113)
2
(154, 113)
2
(108, 100)
2
(121, 117)
2
(185, 175)
2
(180, 112)
2
(206, 120)
2
(173, 102)
2
(133, 119)
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TABLE 8: Details for selected datasets (author groups)
Using one of the author group “d richardson” as an example, if we applied this
filter to the ambiguity author group of “d richardson,” below Table 9 shows detail of
which part of data used in the experiment. As we can see, only 2 out of 6 authors
have been selected, which dramatically reduced problem complexity.
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d richardson
1
2
3
4
5
6

Author ID
0000-0003-0960-6415
0000-0002-7751-1058
0000-0002-3992-8610
0000-0003-0247-9118
0000-0002-3189-2190
0000-0002-0054-6850

Total paper written
231
167
22
17
12
7

TABLE 9: The ambiguity author group “d richardson” with filter=100

4.2.2

Evaluations

For unsupervised problems (clustering), it is not easy to think in terms of evaluation.
Since the typical clustering problem will not provide any label for checking, the similarity calculation inside the cluster is used for evaluation. That method is one type
of unsupervised evaluation call internal measurement.
In our experiment, since the ground truth labels are available, to best evaluate the
result, we using an evaluation metric call F measure [22] to evaluate the result of the
clustering algorithm, this is another type of unsupervised evaluation call external
measurement.
F1 is one of the most frequent clustering measures for clustering settings. It has the
same formula as classification’s evaluation F1:

F1 =

recall−1 + prec−1
2

−1
=2·

prec · recall
prec + recall

(1)

the only difference is during the calculation of precision and recall.
Let us start by denoting some notation: Predict positive as P P ; condition positive as
CP ; two similar points belong to the same cluster as T P ; two different points belong
to the same cluster as F P ; two different points belong to the different cluster as T N ;
two similar points belong to the different cluster as F N ; true-label as y; prediction
result as ŷ; the total number of the datapoint is N ; precision as prec; recall as recall.

• Before we start count number of datapoint pairs, we can first calculate total
number of pairs by using N (N − 1)/2
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• First, we count number of pairs is both in same true cluster label and predicted
into same cluster, which can formulated into T P = |(xi , xj ) : yi = yj

and ŷi = ŷj |

• Then, we count number of pairs are predicted into same cluster which denote
as P P . Since now we know both T P and P P , also we know P P = T P + F P ,
now we know F P = |(xi , xj ) : yi 6= yj

and ŷi = ŷj |.

• Then, we count number of pairs have same true cluster label, but predicted into
different cluster F N = |(xi , xj ) : yi = yj

and ŷi 6= ŷj |

• Now we know T F ,F N ,F P , we can calculate both precision and recall. From
precision and recall, we can use F1 formula to get final F1 score.
For an example dataset “p robinson” in our experiment with k-means algorithm
give us T P =12,819;F P =3,292;F N =2,980;T N =12,535. From those statistic, we can
get pairwise F1 score by follow steps:
• First, we know there are total 252 datapoint in this dataset, using N (N − 1)/2,
we known we have 31,626 total pairs.
• Then, we count pairs that have the same label in predicted list, which is 16,111.
PP = TP + FP
• Then, we count pairs with the same label in the true label list, which is 15,799.
CP = T P + F N
• We know precision is calculated as prec = T P/P P which is 0.7957; recall is
calculated as recall = T P/CP which is 0.8114.
• Now, from the F1 score equation, we now know our pairwise F1 is 0.8034.

4.3

Results and Observations

Notation: AHC with different linkage is represent as AHC-(linkage function). Figure
is generated using python matplotlib package [16]. For non-deterministic algorithm
like k-mean, we run 100 time to obtain a stable result.
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(a) K-means

(b) AHC with single linkage

(c) AHC with complete linkage

FIGURE 10: Comparison of vectorization methods on K means and AHC clustering
algorithms
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(d) AHC with average linkage

(e) AHC with ward linkage

FIGURE 10: Comparison of vectorization methods on K means and AHC clustering
algorithms (cont.)
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Figure 10 shows the performance of different vector representation methods regards to same clustering method on the filtered dataset. From Figure 10b, we notice
that with the varying of vectorization methods, the result of AHC-single does not
make much variance. It is likely due to the drawback of single linkage: chaining phenomenon, where clusters formed by single-linkage clustering may be forced together
due to single elements being close to each other. We can see that AHC-average also
does not variant lots just like AHC-single. We think it is due to AHC-average using averaging distances somehow make similarity decisions during the formation of
clusters, which indicates our data is most lying in the dense region. By comparing
AHC-complete with AHC-single, we can see the variance of the vector representation
method profoundly influences the result of complete linkage. We think it may be due
to how the outliners were handled during the vector representation training, where
outliners profoundly affect the result of complete-linkage.
Figure 11 shows the performance of different clustering methods regarding the
same types of vector representation on the filtered dataset. This time we take an
average with all dataset and plot a bar graph. For all subplots in Figure 11, we
can see that K-means and AHC-ward are giving a considerably better F1 score than
other methods used in the experiment regardless of changes in vector representation
methods. Notice both K-means and AHC with ward linkage function are centroid
based algorithm. It indicate that most our datasets does not contain lot of outliers,
and the clusters are relatively dense. From the figure, we also observe that AHC-single
is performs worse than AHC-complete in all different vectorization methods except
TF-IDF. This indicates a conservative decision for making clusters (merging two
clusters based on the max distance) is better than the greedy approach for making
clusters (merge two clusters based on the min distance) in most of cases with our
datasets.
Figure 12 shows the average F1 score over 18 name groups. There are few observations here. First, from the average F1 score, we confirm our observation, where
K-mean and AHC-ward are performing much better than all other methods. Second,
we noticed that AHC-ward has similar performance as K-means. It is because the
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(a) TF

(b) TF-IDF

(c) LSA

FIGURE 11: Comparison of clustering algorithms with different vectorization methods, K-mean performs best
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(d) LSA & N2V combined

(e) PV-DM

(f) PV-DM & N2V combined

FIGURE 11: Comparison of clustering algorithms with different vectorization methods, K-mean performs best (cont.)
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(g) PV-DBOW

(h) PV-DBOW & N2V combined

FIGURE 11: Comparison of clustering algorithms with different vectorization methods, K-mean performs best (cont.)
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FIGURE 12: Average pairwise F1 measure regarding to different vector representation method
way AHC-ward works very similar to K-means, by minimizing the within-cluster distance. Third, we notice PV-DBOW with K-mean gives the best F1 score (0.9456),
PV-DBOW+n2v with K-means gives the second-best F1 score (0.9357). It contradicts our exception that adding more information during feature forming has reduced
the overall performance of clustering, which indicates some noisy data is introduced
to some of the datasets. After some detailed review of the dataset, we believe it
is because some data only contain text data and no citation data. We filled those
missing data with zero, which introduced noise.
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CHAPTER 5
Author Name Disambiguation by
Classification
Notation: I use paper(data-point; datapoint; instance) interchangeably.
We have already tried the clustering approach for AND, and it performs pretty well.
Generally, training a classifier with predefined label outperform the clustering algorithm. Classification is learning from features based on the label. In contrast, clustering does not involve training or learning, and it merely groups similar instances.
Therefore we reviewed few supervised approaches on AND problem. The next section
describes the advantages and disadvantages of different methods on the AND problem
and why we choose to use the one classifier each name (OCEN) approach proposed
by Han et al. [14, 12] for our experiment.

5.1

Different Types of Author Assignment Approach

We can categories existing author assignment approach into:
• One classifier each author (OCEA), where we try to build a classifier for
each author.
• One classifier each name (OCEN), where we try to build a classifier for
each name.
• One classifier all name (OCAN) where we build a single classifier and treat
each author as a class in the classifier.
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Training
Label data

Group authors with similar name together

Author A

Author B

. . .

Name A

Author Z

Different clf for different author (OCEA)

Name B

One clf for all names (OCAN)

. . .

Name Z

Different clf for different name (OCEN)

Testing
Unlabel data

Find clf based on given author
name

Unknown author name

(OCEN)

Run all clf, find max probability
(OCEA, OCAN)

FIGURE 13: Different classification approach for AND
Figure 13 shows different classification approach for AND. In our experiment, the
name information is given; if we use OCEA and OCAN, the name information will
not be used. Unlike the author ID, which is not easy to obtain, the name information
normally comes with the dataset. When using it can dramatically reduce the problem
complexity, we should take advantage of it.
There are some other disadvantages of using OCEA or OCAN. OCEA needs to run
all classifiers to find the authorship of a single paper, which is very time consuming
and unacceptable for the real-world application, where OCAN is impossible to obtain
a satisfying result when there are millions of authors.
With OCEN, we have reduced the problem complexity down to the name group level.
By filtering out unproductive authors, we can make the author name disambiguation
on significant authors who have a repetitive name.
Figure 14 shows details for OCEN approach.
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Training
p robinson

Label data

Group authors
with similar name
together

new name

j kim

p robinson 1

j kim 1

p robinson 2

j kim 2

. . .

new name 1

. . .

. . .

p robinson n

j kim n

new name 2

. . .
new name n

Different clf for different name (OCEN)

Testing
Unlabel data

Find clf based on given author name

Unknown author name

Run author grouping

FIGURE 14: OCEN approach

5.2
5.2.1

Supervised Algorithms
Naive Bayes Classifier

The Naive Bayes algorithm is a statistical method that uses the join probabilities of
each attribute belonging to a particular class to make a prediction. It is a simple
and effective supervised approach, and it is most likely to be the first algorithm to
be learned when dealing with classification tasks. Our experiment deals with mostly
textual information, where multinomial distribution, is one of the classic naive Bayes
variants used in text classification, so we only use naive Bayes with multinomial
distribution in our experiment. For more details with Naive Bayes, please check 10.

5.2.2

Logistic Regression

Logistic regression is a method that models the probability of classes, each class
assigned a probability between 0 and 1 and the sum adding to one. We should all learn
linear regression before. Notice that logistic regression is essentially a generalized
Linear Regression with extra sigmoid function to map any real value between 0 and
1. Also, logistic regression is the fundamental block of the neural-network-based
method, widely used as the classification algorithm, and is very adaptive to other
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algorithms. For more details with logistic regression, please check 11.

5.2.3

Support Vector Machine(SVM)

Support Vector Machine is one of the non-probabilistic binary linear classifier (Can
be used for multi-class setting with “OVO” or “OVR” and deal with non-linear data
with kernel trick). Due to SVM’s advantages (Effective in high dimensional spaces,
memory-efficient (only use support vectors to construct decision function, etc.)), it
has been widely applied in areas like text analysis. For more details with SVM, please
check 12.
We have 135,796 papers written by 9,914 different authors of 1,132 ambiguous
name groups, but not all the papers can be used in our experiment. Authors have
written only a few papers are problematic, since having sufficient training data is
critical for any predictive classification approach, unlike the clustering process, where
we can force the algorithm to use the data of insignificant authors. In classification,
the class of one datapoint can’t be tested, and the class of only a few datapoints is
doubtful to be well trained. Hence, in our experiment, we only use filtered datasets.

5.3
5.3.1

Experimental Setup
Dataset Selection and Parameter Details

We have selected 18 name groups similar to the clustering experiment. We focus on
the disambiguation of very productive authors; thus, a filter of 100 been applied to
remove papers written by less productive authors.
First, we extract corresponding vector representation for each paper, just like in the
clustering process. Our experiment uses five different types of text vector representations: TF, TF-IDF, LSA, PV-DM, PV-DBOW, and three concatenated vector
representations: LSA+n2v, PV-DM+n2v, PV-DBOW+n2v. Now we have the vector
representation of the paper and corresponding labels for the author; next is to train
the classifier.
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We applied three types of classifiers in this problem, the Multinomial Naive Bayes,
logistic regression, and SVM. We implement the algorithm from scratch with python.
However, it runs much slower than the scikit-learn package downloaded. Therefore
we decided to use the scikit-learn package in the experiment for optimized speed.
We used the following parameter in the experiment: With Multinomial Naive Bayes,
no parameter needed; for logistic regression, we use solver= “liblinear”; for SVM,
we use gamma=“auto,” and kernel=’ linear.’ Comparison between different vectors
regarding different training sizes also been evaluated.

5.3.2

Validation

For each one of them, we use 10-fold cross-validation to obtain a relatively stable
result.
K-fold cross-validation
• Step 1: Partitioning the original dataset into k piece
• Step 2: Use one piece for the test set and all other pieces for the training set
• Keep change test piece until all data-points in the dataset are used as the test
set exactly once
Figure 15 shows an example of how k-fold cross-validation works.
Iteration 1:

Test

Train

Train

Train

Train

Iteration 2:

Train

Test

Train

Train

Train

Iteration 3:

Train

Train

Test

Train

Train

Iteration 4:

Train

Train

Train

Test

Train

Iteration 5:

Train

Train

Train

Train

Test

FIGURE 15: Example: 5-fold cross validation
Stratified k-fold cross-validation
• Keep same data class ratio (preserving the percentage of data-points for each
class) on each fold
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• Other are same as k- fold cross-validation
Figure 16 shows an example on how Stratified k-fold cross validation works on each
fold.
Dataset class ratio:
Class 1: 40%

Class 2: 60%

For each Iteration:
Test

Train

Train

Train

Train

FIGURE 16: Example: Single fold of Stratified k-fold

5.3.3

Evaluations

The way we evaluate the classification result is to use the F1 score. Accuracy are
given as ACC =

pt
n

∗ 100 where pt is the number of data-points predict correctly, and

n is the total number of data-points. For example, if true label is [0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2],
prediction result is [0, 2, 1, 0, 0, 1], the pt is 2, and n is 6, therefore accuracy will be
2 out of 6 which is around 0.333. However, accuracy is not a good evaluation metric
since it produces misleading results when handling unbalanced classes, where this
unbalanced class condition often occurs in our dataset. Therefore, another evaluation
method is needed.
F 1 is other way to evaluate classification result, it is the harmonic mean of precision
and recall, it is calculated as:

F1 =

R−1 + P −1
2

−1
=2·

P ·R
P +R

(1)

where P is precision and R is recall.
Now look at the confusion matrix in Figure 17 to explain precision and recall.
The precision is how many positive predictions are correct amount all positive
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Prediction
Positive

Negative

Positive

TP

FN

Negative

FP

TN

True
Label

FIGURE 17: Confusion matrix
predictions, which can be written as:
P =

TP
TP + FP

(2)

where the recall is how many positive prediction are made amount all positive datapoints, which can be written as:
R=

TP
TP + FN

(3)

Now there are two types of averaging in F 1 measure, Macro and Micro F1 .
• Macro F 1 calculate precision and recall for each class, and find their mean.
(This means it assigns equal weight to all classes even when class is imbalanced)
• Micro F 1 accumulate the total T P, F P, F N for all classes, then calculate accumulated precision and recall. (This means it biased toward class with more
training data-points.)
Table 10 shows an example “p robinson” on the difference between macro and micro
precision/recall.
Macro F1 with Table 10:
• M acroP recision =
• M acroRecall =

1
2

1
2

131
∗ ( 131+8
+

131
∗ ( 131+2
+

111
111+2

111
111+8

= 0.9624)

= 0.9576)
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Label
p robinson 1
p robinson 2
Total
Macro
Micro

TP
131
111
242

FP
8
2
10

FN
2
8
10

Precision
0.9424
0.9823

Recall
0.9850
0.9328

0.9624
0.9603

0.9576
0.9603

TABLE 10: Example of macro-micro Precision/Recall calculation
• M acroF 1 = 2 ∗

0.9624∗0.9576
0.9624+0.9576

= 0.9600

Micro F1 with Table 10:
• M icroP recision =
• M icroRecall =
• M icroF1 = 2 ∗

242
242+10

242
242+10

= 0.9603

= 0.9603

0.9603∗0.9603
0.9603+0.9603

= 0.9603

Since most dataset in our experiment is unbalanced, and each class (author) is equally
important, we using Macro across the entire experiment.

5.4

Results and Observations

Figure 18 shows the performance of same classifier regarding the different types of
vector representation. From Figure 18a, we can see that vector representation PVDBOW+n2v gives the best performance among in almost all cases, and PV-DBOW
gives the second-best performance. It means logistic regression (LR) with vector PVDBOW works well together, and by cooperate vector PV-DBOW with n2v, we can get
a slight increase in LR performance. Also, we noticed that LSA’s performance is worse
than TF or TF-IDF, which confirms the use of dimensional reduction technique will
lose information during the compression process. In summary, with LR, traditional
vectorization approach performance worse than the neural-network-based approach.
From Figure 18b, it is less clear to see which vector representation method performs
best, but we can still see that TF-IDF, TF, and PV-DBOW+n2v is given a relatively
good performance. There are two observations: First, it reveals the fact that SVM
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(a) Logistic Regression

(b) Support Vector Machine

FIGURE 18: Different vector representation result with the same classification
method
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performs well on high dimensional data like TF, TF-IDF; second, no matter which
classification method we use, PV-DBOW+n2v performance consistently well.
Figure 19 shows the performance of different classifiers regarding the same types
of vector representation. From Figure 19a, we get our first observation: The naive
Bayes method is inferior to our problem. There are two reasons for this observation:
first, we can only use the TF vector due to the way naive Bayes works; second, it
performs worst in all name groups compare to LR and SVM. From Figure 19b and
19c, we can clearly see that with traditional vector representation method, SVM with
linear kernel always perform better than LR. However, if we look at Figure 19e, 19f,
19g, and 19h, we can see LR is perform better than SVM. Therefore our second
observation is: when dealing with traditional vector representation, it is better to use
SVM since it is effective in high dimensional spaces; for recent neural-network-based
vector representation, LR is doing better.
Figure 20 shows effect of different training size on different vectorization method.
In logistic regression, the performance of the traditional method highly influences
the outcome result. Where for SVM, all method works relatively good. However, if
we look at statistical details, we notice that LR is performance better than SVM on
neural-network-based vectors. Also, we can see LSA is highly influenced by data size
since dimensional reduction causes loss of information.
TF
MNB 0.9126
LR
0.9701
SVM 0.9838

TF-IDF LSA
0.9664
0.9835

0.9434
0.9664

LSA&n2v PV-DM PV-DM&n2v PV-DBOW
0.9660
0.9607

0.9618
0.9377

0.9824
0.9697

0.9861
0.9791

PV-DBOW&n2v
0.9891
0.9838

TABLE 11: Average Macro F1 measure over 18 name groups (filter=100)
Table 11 shows PV-DBOW+n2v concatenated vector with LR gives best mean
F1 score (0.9891); second best F1 score (0.9861) is PV-DBOW vector with LR; third
best F1 score (0.9835) is in parallel of PV-DBOW+n2v with SVM, and TF vector
representation with SVM.
In summary, we have confirmed that the classification approach performs better than
the clustering method for AND. There are a few useful observations in our experiment.
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(a) TF

(b) TF-IDF

(c) LSA

FIGURE 19: Different classifier result with same vector representation method on
60
datasets
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(d) LSA&n2v

(e) PV-DM

(f) PV-DM&n2v

FIGURE 19: Different classifier result with same vector representation method on
61
datasets (cont.)
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(g) PV-DBOW

(h) PV-DBOW&n2v

FIGURE 19: Different classifier result with same vector representation method on
datasets (cont.)
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(a) Logistic Regression

(b) Support Vector Machine

FIGURE 20: LR and sSVM performance on different training size
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First, PV-DBOW+n2v is the best combination and has obtained the best result in
our experiment. Second, naive Bayes is inferior to AND problem, or at least AND
problem with our dataset. Third, we should use SVM if a sparse matrix is given, use
LR if a neural network-based vector representation is given.
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CHAPTER 6
Co-training To Improve
Classification Result

6.1
6.1.1

Semi-Supervised Algorithms
Co-training

The intuition behind Blum and Mitchell’s co-training algorithm is that two views
of the data can be used to train two classifiers. Each classifier is trained using a
single view of the labeled data. Then it predicts labels for instances of the unlabeled
data. By selecting its most confident predictions and adding the corresponding data
points with their predicted labels to the labeled data, we have more training data
for the future training process. Notice that co-training needs to satisfy two essential
assumptions: first, each view must be sufficient for learning the classification task;
second, views should be conditionally independent. Also notice that basic co-training
algorithm works on binary case only.
Intuitively, let’s assume each paper as < x1 , x2 , y >, where x1 is paper’s content, x2 is
paper’s citation graph, y is author’s ID. Instead of single classifier with one objective
function, we have two distinct objective function, H1 which consists of functions
predicting label y form x1 , and H2 which consists of functions predicting label y from
x2 . In Blum and Mitchell’s experiment, they show that given a predictor (training
datapoint) from H1 , and given algorithm can learn H2 , it is possible to learn a good
predictor for H2 .
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In our experiment, our dataset same to be a perfect fit for the co-training algorithm:
First, our data is naturally split into two different views; second, our data can be view
as conditionally independent of each other; third, each view is sufficient for learning
the classification task.
Algorithm
The algorithm is given in Algorithm 1 [2]
Algorithm 1 Co-training algorithm
1: Input:
∗ A set L contains labeled training papers (data-point)
∗ A set U contains unlabeled papers
∗ Both L and U contains two views (X = [x1 , x2 ])

2: while (count < k) or (U empty) do
3:
Train classifier h1 using L only with x1 (view one: paper text)
4:
Train classifier h2 using L only with x2 (view two: paper citation relation)
5:
let h1 label entire U , then pick the top p papers for author 1 and top n papers for author 2
6:
let h2 label entire U , then pick the top p papers for author 1 and top n papers for author 2
7:
Add those self-labeled papers (2p+2n) to L and remove it from U
8: end while
9: Train final h1 and h2 with L
10: Predict with product of h1 and h2 probability

Figure 21 shows the structure of co-training.
• Red: Separate input training dataset into two views. Our dataset comes with
two view thus perfect for co-training algorithm.
• Yellow: Mark labeled data and unlabeled data. Use different view of labeled
data to train h1 and h2
• Blue: Use trained h1 and h2 on unlabeled data U , obtain the class probability
of data-points in U . Those probabilities are used as confidence measure of
co-training.
• Green: Label p positive data-points and n negative data-points for each classifier
H = [h1, h2]. Total of 2p+2n data-point been labeled, add it to labeled datapoint list L
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p robinson
Train: 201
Test: 51
Viewone: (Textual
embedding)

View two: (Citation
embedding)
Labeled: 10
Unlabeled: 191

Loop for k iteration or U' empty
Viewone labeled
embedding

Viewtwo labeled
embedding

Train classiﬁer

Train classiﬁer

h1

h2
Initial U: 191

Conﬁdence
Measure

(p+n) number of new
labeled data

Conﬁdence
Measure

remove

(2p+2n) new
labeled data

(p+n) number of new
labeled data

Add

New L:
10+(2p+2n)

FIGURE 21: Structure of co-training
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Problem of co-training algorithm
There are a few problems with co-training style algorithm:
1. Basic Co-training algorithm only works on binary problems
2. Optimal hyper-parameter of the algorithm can be difficult to obtain for different
datasets.
3. Noise introduced during the early stage of co-training can have a huge negative
influence on performance
4. Computational inefficiency

6.1.2

Co-training with Improvement

Possible Improvement
Part 1: Parameter input
1. Using two different algorithms to train view one and view two.
2. Instead of using parameter k to control the number of iterations, using a stop
criterion to finish co-training iteration. For example, if unlabeled data-point
cannot get more than threshold (for instant 0.9) of confidence score, the algorithm then stops at current iteration and finish co-training.
3. Parameter p, n are not needed, use input data class ratio replace it (unlabeled
distribution may be different from labeled; this may not works in reality).
Part 2: Confidence measure method
1. [24] Proposed a method that uses classifiers saved during each iteration of training to perform a majority voting.
2. Add a third classifier and only train with original labeled data points (no-selflabeled data-point), then use the third classifier to evaluate self-labeled data
points and get its confidence score. Combine three classifier’s confidence scores
to get the final decision.
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3. COTRADE [36] method: construct an undirected neighbourhood graph using
all data-points after finding the most confident data-point with its corresponding
class. Then, calculate the distance between all labeled data-points in this class
and the most confident data-point in this class. This distance from graph +
probability from a supervised algorithm is combined as the confidence score.
Part 3: Add check step after adding the self-labeled data-point and reduce the chance
of adding a mislabeled data-point during co-training (deal with noise)
1. Add a check on validation after the new label data-point is added; if not improving h1 and h2, remove the newly self-labeled data-point.
2. Relabeling. (It is computationally inefficient to relabel the unlabeled datapoint.)
Part 4: Change the algorithm and make it work for muti-class
1. Using the same concept of multi-class SVM, train many OVR binary classifiers.
(Too expensive)
2. Allow algorithm directly takes the multi-class case and using the same concept
as binary co-training. This leads to difficulties in calculating the confidence
score, but it can be resolved.
Improvement
Since many of the improvement is not compatible together, we assess the possible
combination and perform the following improvement:
1. We use logistic regression as the core of our proposed algorithm
2. We directly use all unlabeled data during labelling instead of the unlabeled pool
method.
3. Although k is still a default value for the number of iterations, we have added
the checking mechanism, which allows the algorithm to stop early if no definite
improvement can be made.
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4. Parameter p, n are replaced with a single parameter “self label class max”(SLCM ).
It represents the maximum number of self-labeled data-point each class in each
iteration can make. SLCM is used with a function that automatically estimates
the class ratio. For instance, if SLCM is set to 3; we have one data-point that
has 99% probability in class 1, and twenty data-points that have 99% probability in class 2; we then assign 1 self-label slot to class 1 and 3 self-label slot
to class 2. Figure 22 shows detail on how we automatic estimate class ratio.
Notice there is few cases here:
(a) Both class have no datapoint have more than 95% probability. (Minimal
case: 2 datapoints will added one for each class)
(b) Both class have more than SLCM number of datapoint that have more
than 95% probability.

(Maximum case: 2*SLCM datapoints will be

added)
(c) Normal case, one class have more than SLCM number of datapoint that
have more than 95% probability, while other class only have 2 datapoints,
then (SLCM +2 datapoints will be added)
5. Save the first iteration probability (F IP ) in an array for later use.
6. Obtain current iteration probability (CIP ). CIP is the same as basic cotraining.
7. Agreement score (AS): Agreement score is h1’s probability * h2’s probability.
Figure 23 shows detail on how we compute view agreement score.
8. We adopt the COTRADE method for incorporating clustering distance. Their
assumption that a correctly labeled example should be very close to data-points
in L with the corresponding label is quite intuitive. Thus a k-mean clustering
is run with all data-points in L. Then, using this cluster to transform unlabeled
data into the same instance space as labeled, calculate the distance to each
cluster’s centroid, then apply a softmax function to the distance to get reverse
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of the probability of data-point belongs to the class. After that, one minus
reversed the probability to get the cluster score CS. Figure 24 shows detail on
how we compute cluster score.
Component 1

SLCM=3

20 papers has 95% probability belong to p robinson 1
L:
10

C(1): 20

h1

(3:1)
4 new
paper

Max(Min(C(i), SLCM), 1)

U: 191
C(2): 1

h2 waiting

1 paper hava 95% probability belong to p robinson 2

FIGURE 22: Auto-estimate class distribution
Component 2

C1

h1

U:191

C2
Agreement Score

[0.9,0.1]
[0.8,0.2]
...

L:10

[0.36,0.06]
[0.64,0.04]
...

Product
h2

U:191

[0.4,0.6]
[0.8,0.2]
...

FIGURE 23: How to compute agreement score
Component 3

Distance to centroid

Example: [1,5]

K-means
clustering
Find centroid

View 1

Softmax
Example: [0.1,0.9]

1-softmax

View 2(waiting)

Cluster score

FIGURE 24: How to compute cluster score
9. In summary, we using confidence measure (CM )
CM = CIP + F IP + AS + CS
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to self-label new data-point
10. Beside the above improvement, we also check current iteration probability; if
the most confident data-point is less than 50% for both view and the confidence
score is decreased compared to the last iteration, we will stop the iteration.
Proposed Algorithm
The details about our purposed algorithm are given in Algorithm 2
Algorithm 2 Integrated Co-training algorithm
1: Input:
• A set L contains index of labeled training data-points
• A set U contains index of unlabeled data-points
• Both L and U contains two views X = [x1 , x2 ]

2: while (count < k)) or (U empty) do
3:
for i ← 1 to V iewCount do
. V iewCount = 2
4:
Train classifier hi using Xi [L]
5:
end for
6:
CIP1 *CIP2 to get agreement score AS
. Same AS for views
7:
for i ← 1 to V iewCount do
8:
Use hi with xi [U ] to get current iteration probability CIPi
9:
Based on number of paper get CIPi > 0.95, and SLCM , we estimate the best class ratio
.
Max(2*SLCM ), Min(2)

10:
if count ==1 then
11:
save hi as F IPi
12:
end if
13:
K-means clustering to get distance to cluster centroid disti
14:
Cluster score: CSi = 1 − sof tmax(disti )
15:
Confidence measure: CMi ← F IPi + CIPi + AS + CSi
16:
let hi use CMi to label most confident data-point for corresponding class
17:
end for
18:
Add self-labeled data-points to L
19: end while

6.2

. key function

Experimental Setup

6.2.1

Dataset Selection and Parameter Details

• We compare the co-training algorithm with traditional classification algorithms:
LR and SVM.
• Since co-training only works on binary classification problems, we select 15
datasets that are name groups that contain only two authors.
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• We simulate the real-world situation with the setting where we only get limited
labeled datasets and relatively large unlabeled datasets. Therefore, instead of
using all labeled data for training, we randomly select 10 labeled data for each
dataset. The rest of the labeled data is treated as the unlabeled dataset.
• Details regarding each of one 15 name groups is given in Table 12.
Each dataset goes through the following steps in detail: We use the example
“p robinson” to explain the experiment steps. There are 252 papers under
the name “p robinson.”
• First, we randomly split 20% papers as the test set. This is the process of split
data into 202 training papers and 50 test papers.
• Second, we randomly sample 10 papers from 80% of the training set, then mark
the rest of the training set as unlabeled. Notice these 10 papers are used as
the labeled training set for LR, SVM, and co-training. This is the process of
randomly sampling 10 papers from 202 training papers and marking the rest of
192 papers as unlabeled. L = 10, U = 192.
• Next, we use 10 labeled data to train baseline LR and SVM for comparison purposes. The feature we use for training is the concatenation of text vector representation and citation vector representation. The parameter for LR is: solver=
“liblinear”; parameter for SVM is: gamma=“auto”, kernel=’linear’,probability=True.
This is the process of train LR and SVM with 10 labeled papers we just sampled.
• Next is to use basic co-training. For algorithm parameter, we use 1 for p and
n (number of self-label positive data-point p and negative data-point n per
iteration), using 30 for k (number of iteration), and using all unlabeled data
U (unlabeled pool). This is the process of training basic co-training with 10
labeled papers and 192 unlabeled papers.
• Then, we use integrated co-training we proposed (ICO-LR)). For algorithm
parameters, we use 1 for SLCM (self-label iteration class maximum), using 30
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for k (number of iteration), and using all unlabeled data U . This is the process
of training ICO-LR with 10 labeled papers and 192 unlabeled papers.
• Last step is to predict 20% of the test set we split out. Then we return the
macro F1 score. This is the process of predicting 50 test papers with the above
model we trained. Then compare with the true label of the test set to obtain
macro F1 score.
The above process ran 100 times, and the returned result is saved to the list. We
report the average of the list.
We have run a total of 6 algorithms in our experiment: two baselines algorithms: LR,
SVM; three basic-co-training: CO-LR, CO-SVM, CO-LR-SVM; and algorithm we
proposed: ICO-LR. For each of the algorithms, we use the average result of 100 runs
to obtain a relatively stable result. The way we evaluate the classification result is
to use the Macro F1 score, which we have already explained in detail in the previous
chapter. Table 12 shows averaged details.

Name
p robinson
t smith
d richardson
y wang
w lee
k becker
y lin
a silva
r lewis
l roberts
m wu
w wang
s wolf
r reis
a cheng

Data
(133,
(154,
(231,
(121,
(108,
(180,
(146,
(158,
(185,
(206,
(219,
(194,
(173,
(423,
(265,

size
119)
113)
167)
117)
100)
112)
115)
156)
175)
120)
194)
101)
102)
113)
180)

Train size
(5 , 5)
(6 , 4)
(6 , 4)
(5 , 5)
(5 , 5)
(4 , 6)
(4 , 6)
(5 , 5)
(5 , 5)
(4 , 6)
(5 , 5)
(7 , 3)
(6 , 4)
(2 , 8)
(4 , 6)

Test size Unlabeled size Self labeled
51
191
117
54
203
115
81
307
120
49
179
117
42
156
117
59
223
119
53
198
116
64
240
118
72
278
119
66
250
118
83
320
115
60
225
118
56
209
118
108
418
120
89
346
120

TABLE 12: Dataset details with simulated co-training environment
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6.3

Example of Co-training Process

This section shows how the co-training algorithm improves the supervised algorithm
on author name disambiguation tasks by incorporating unlabeled data in the training
process.
We are using the 2D scatter plot to demonstrate an example group in our experiment. Since our training features are either paragraph vector or citation vector with
high dimensionality, we need first to use PCA to reduce the dimensionality of vectors
into two. Figure 25 shows first three iteration of co-training process.
We begin with only 10 labeled data-points, and we can see that each iteration of
co-training has labeled 4 new data-points: two positives and two negatives. As the
co-training iteration increase, more data-points have been labeled and participate in
future training. Eventually, we reach stage of Figure 26, the last iteration of cotraining process. If we compare it with the true label in Figure 27, we can see the
self-labeled quality is pretty good.
There is one thing worth mentioning; if we take a close look at Figure 26, there
is a pattern that reviews the intuition behind the co-training algorithm. If we only
look at Figure 26a, most of the point self-labeled by h1 is far away from the decision
boundary, but point labeled by h2 is relatively random. Same for view two, if we
only focus on Figure 26b, most of the self-labeled points from h2 is far away from the
decision boundary, but point labeled by h1 is relatively random. The situation shows
that when view one and view two are conditionally independent, h1 highly confident
labeled data-points in view one is biased, but those same data points in h2 ’s training
are immune to that bias.
Figure 28 shows the average 100 runs on h1 and h2’s F1 score as the number of
iteration increase. Notice in the experiment we use LR as core function, and set hyperparameter to p=1, n=1. The trend of using the co-training algorithm has increased
performance for the dataset. As we can see, at the beginning of the training process,
the F1 score of using text vector has increased dramatically. You can observe that
some minor decline has occurred but eventually has kept a good trend for performance
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(a) View 1 Iteration 0

(b) View 2 Iteration 0

(c) View 1 Iteration 1

(d) View 2 Iteration 1

(e) View 1 Iteration 2

(f) View 2 Iteration 2

FIGURE 25: First three iteration of p robinson co-training process
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(a) View 1 Iteration 30

(b) View 2 Iteration 30

FIGURE 26: Last iteration of p robinson co-training process

(a) View 1

(b) View 2

FIGURE 27: Scatter plot of p robinson true label
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FIGURE 28: F1 vs co-training iteration (Each result point is obtained by averaging
100 runs of F1 values.)
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increase. Unlike the result of training with text vector, the result of using the citation
vector has been relatively slow initially; afterward, it starts to rise and dramatically
increases the F1 score.

FIGURE 29: F1 vs co-training iteration (Compare to supervised method with concatenate features)
Figure 29 shows the average 100 runs on combined F1 score as the number of
iteration increase. Here we first train a LR classifier with features concatenate together, represented by the blue line in the figure. Then when k=0, we train h1 and h2
(LR) with a separate view of data; then, we use the product of probabilities between
different views to form a combined classifier. At last, it’s the co-training process
that shows how co-training affects performance. We can observe that the co-training
algorithm increases performance.
From result of Figure 29 and Figure 28, we have observed a few things. First, it re79
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veals the effectiveness of the co-training style algorithm. Overall we have successfully
increased the F1 score of using text vector from 0.92 to 0.95, using citation vector
from 0.93 to 0.95, and combined from 0.96 to 0.97. Second, although the algorithm
trend is towards an increase in performance, in some early iteration of self-label with
citation vector, many errors are introduced. Since the plot shows the average F1 score,
we check all runs and notice a huge performance degeneration in an early iteration of
one run. Even that one run to whittle down the performance, the overall co-training
algorithm can still pull up the result towards the increase in general performance.
Last, citation-based classifiers are helped less compare to text-based, which is likely
due to text containing more information than citation.

6.4

Results and Observations

Figure 30 shows F1 vs co-training iteration for all datasets. To compare the learning
difference during the co-training process between basic co-training CO-LR (Column
1 and 2) with our proposed method ICO-LR (Column 3 and 4), we set parameters
for CO-LR to p = 1,n = 1, and for ICO-LR to SLCM = 1. With this setting, the
auto-estimation class ratio component of our proposed method is not used. As you
can see from the figures, although CO-LR and ICO-LR behave very similarly, we can
still see that our algorithm has a more smooth learning curve.
Figure 31a and Figure 31b shows how co-training with LR and SVM outperform
normal LR and SVM with concatenate features. On average, there are about 2%
of improvement. However, we notice performance has decreased for some datasets.
To find out the reason behind the performance drop, we have to go through details
of different datasets. Eventually found few reasons for performance degeneration of
“r-reis” on CO-SVM and “a-silva” on CO-LR.
For “a-silva” on CO-LR, it is mainly due to mislabeling during the co-training process.
But, other factors affect the result as well:
• First, remember when we describe our dataset for the citation graph part, we
fill the missing value with 0s, which introduces some noise for citation vector
80
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(a) a-cheng

(b) a-silva

(c) d-richardson

(d) k-becker

(e) l-roberts

FIGURE 30: F1 vs co-training iteration (Basic co-training: column 1 and 2. Integrated co-training: column 3 and 4)
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(f) m-wu

(g) p-robinson

(h) r-lewis

(i) r-reis

(j) s-wolf

FIGURE 30: F1 vs co-training iteration (Basic co-training: column 1 and 2. Integrated co-training: column 3 and 4)(cont.)
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(k) t-smith

(l) w-lee

(m) w-wang

(n) y-lin

(o) y-wang

FIGURE 30: F1 vs co-training iteration (Basic co-training: column 1 and 2. Integrated co-training: column 3 and 4)(cont.)
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(a) CO-LR out performs LR in most datasets. Each data point is the
average over 100 runs with hyper-parameter: k=30, p=1, n=1.

(b) CO-SVM out performs SVM in most datasets. Each data point is the
average over 100 runs with hyper-parameter: k=30, p=1, n=1.
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(Section 3.3). When we split training and test data, those noisy data in citation
view may get selected as labeled training set for co-training. The early iteration
easily influences the Co-training style algorithm since only 10 labeled train data
is given.
• Second, if the initial data-point for training is on decision boundary like in
Figure 32, it could dramatically increase the risk of co-training mislabelling.
• At last, our classification problem begins with a high-performance score, thus
have less room for improvement.

FIGURE 32: Dataset “a-silva” PCA true label plot
For performance drop with dataset “r-reis” on CO-SVM, there are reasons combined
to cause the issue:
• One reason is the “r reis” dataset has class ratio 4:1, which is imbalance compare to other datasets. Combine class ratio, Figure 33, and that our initial
85
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FIGURE 33: Dataset “r-reis” PCA true label plot
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train with only 10 labeled data. We noticed there are chances that the dataset
unluckily only selects two papers of “r-reis-2” that are outliners. The cause
co-training can’t perform self-label for the minority class. Also, we use macro
F1 for evaluation, which brings the evaluation score to a maximum of 0.5 when
only one out of two classes is predicted.
• Another reason is due to mislabeling during the co-training process, but its
effect is less significant.

FIGURE 34: CO-LR always outperforms CO-SVM. Each data point is the average
over 100 runs with hyper-parameter: k=30, p=1, n=1.
Figure 34 shows CO-LR is performance better than CO-SVM. This result is what we
expected. Our datasets are mostly imbalanced and SVM performance poorly when
dealing with the imbalanced dataset. This increases the risk of performance degeneration by the mislabelling in the co-training algorithm. Also, logistic regression
performs better with a neural-network-based trained vector, which is another reason
CO-LR performance is better than CO-SVM.
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Figure 35 shows performance between CO-LR and ICO-LR. As we can see, the

FIGURE 35: CO-LR and ICO-LR perform comparably, with hyper-parameter: k=30,
p=1, n=1, SLCM=1
CO-LR seemingly outperforms algorithm algorithms on more datasets, especially on
dataset “s-wolf.” After reviewing those datasets, we notice two main reasons: First,
add cluster distance as part of confidence measure may be harmful to performance.
Although it helped the self-labelling process in most cases where the dataset is well
separated in vector space, when dealing with datasets containing noises, cluster distance worsens the result. The second reason is that once the error gets introduce into
the training set, it is magnified by the self-label process.
Figure 36 shows all 6 methods we used for dataset in our experiment. As we can see,
in most cases, CO-LR and ICO-LR’s performance is better than other methods. Second, after we average the F1 score of different methods regarding different datasets,
we obtain an F1 score of 0.9619 for LR, 0.9752 for CO-LR, 0.9735 for ICO-LR, 0.9454
for SVM, 0.9615 for CO-SVM, and 0.9666 for CO-LR-SVM. It shows the effectiveness
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FIGURE 36: Performance comparison between different methods
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of the co-training style algorithm.

FIGURE 37: Parameter effect of mean result in CO-LR and ICO-LR
We have also evaluated the impact of parameters. Figure 37 shows mean result
of changing parameter p, n, and SLCM from 1 to 10. From this figure, you can see
that our purposed ICO-LR performs better in most cases. This situation explained
one advantage of our algorithm: more robust to parameter changes. You may notice
the tendency of performance drop for our method, which explained in Figure 38.
In Figure 38, we can see that with dataset “a-silva”, “p-robinson”, “w-lee”, “wwang”, and “y-wang”, basic co-training outperforms our ICO-LR algorithm. However, 10 out of 15 shows our ICO-LR outperforms basic co-training as the parameter
changes. After we check on datasets that perform poorly with ICO-LR, we noticed
that the auto-estimate component causes the problem. The auto-estimate component
helps solve the issue where an imbalance dataset occurs. But a problem is formed
when the dataset is balanced, and the classifier can’t learn a good model for one of
the classes. Figure 39 shows an example of how it helped one dataset while generating
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(a) Left: a-cheng; Right: a-silva

(b) Left: d-richardson; Right: k-becker

(c) Left: k-becker; Right: l-roberts

FIGURE 38: Parameter effect of different datasets in CO-LR and ICO-LR
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(d) Left: m-wu; Right: p-robinson

(e) Left: r-lewis; Right: r-reis

(f) Left: s-wolf; Right: t-smith

FIGURE 38: Parameter effect of different datasets in CO-LR and ICO-LR (cont.)
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(g) Left: t-smith; Right: w-lee

(h) Left: w-wang; Right: y-lin

(i) y-wang

FIGURE 38: Parameter effect of different datasets in CO-LR and ICO-LR (cont.)
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FIGURE 39: Left: ICO-LR help resolve imbalanced dataset “r-reis”; Right: ICO-LR
cause training set of “w-wang” get wrong label
a problem for another. Here a trade-off has been made, and we decide to keep using
the auto-estimate component. There is another catch of use original the co-training
parameters P , N . If we are to find the optimal parameters, we will need a 102 number
of runs, which will take roughly a month to run; it only takes a day to run ICO-LR.
In summary, we have confirmed the co-training style algorithm’s effectiveness and proposed a new co-training algorithm call Integrated co-training (ICO-LR). We analyzed
the reason for performance degeneration during the co-training process and made a
fair comparison between standard LR and SVM to co-training style algorithms.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions
In our work, we have compared different methods for author name disambiguation using the unsupervised algorithm and the supervised algorithm. We propose using the
semi-supervised algorithm “Co-training” to improve the performance. We also introduced an Integrated Co-training with logistic regression (ICO-LR) that adopts ideas
from previous works on co-training style algorithms. Our works can be summarized
as follows:
1. We applied different vector representation methods including basic TF, TF-IDF,
PV-DBOW, PV-DM, node2vec.
2. We compared different clustering methods, including K-means and Hierarchical
clustering.
3. We compared different classification methods, including Naive Bayes, Logistic
Regression, and Support Vector Machine(SVM).
4. We applied different combinations of co-training algorithms (Co-LR, Co-SVM,
Co-LR-SVM).
5. We proposed an Integrated co-training algorithm which adopts several previous
improvements on the algorithm.
6. The advantages and disadvantages of the co-training style algorithm have been
analyzed and reported.
Different researchers have chosen different methods applied to various datasets and
use various evaluation schemes for author name disambiguation. It is challenging to
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find common ground to make a fair comparison. Here in our experiment, we used
the unsupervised algorithm and supervised algorithm on the same datasets within
each type of algorithm. With the same setting among datasets, we can make a fair
comparison among different algorithms.
We found that with different vectorization in clustering, our result shows that PVDBOW has achieved the best performance regarding the use of different clustering
methods; regarding different clustering methods, K-means has produced the best result. The best combination is PV-DBOW, with K-means gets a pairwise F1 score of
0.95. We noticed that a counter-intuitive condition was that adding n2v vector to PVDBOW will reduce the clustering performance. It means the nearest-neighbourhood
graph formed when concatenating vector PV-DBOW and n2v together is not helping
the performance. It potentially explained why the ICO-LR we proposed does not
perform as well as CO-LR. (ICO-LR incorporate clustering distance in each view as
score, where normal CO-LR only deal with local iteration probability)
With the vectorization method in classification, our result shows that PV-DBOW+n2v
has achieved the best performance in most of the datasets. Regarding classification
methods: logistic regression is performed better with neural-network-based vectorization methods, where SVM performed better with traditional vectorization methods,
and Naive Bayes appears to be inappropriate for author name disambiguation. The
best combination of PV-DBOW+n2v with LR has achieved an F1 score of 0.9891.
However, we observed the performance drop when we use PV-DBOW+n2v in clustering. It means n2v does contain important information for author name disambiguation, and it also includes more noise for the clustering process. The influence of noise
is minimized in the training of classification (since the label is given).
With author name disambiguation, it is lucky for us that we have a well-prepared
labeled dataset. The more general case is that we have a small collection of training
and a large collection of unlabeled. In such a case, instead of only using a small set
of the labeled training dataset, taking advantage of the large unlabeled dataset while
training with the labeled dataset is critical for the performance of author name disambiguation. Therefore we propose to use a semi-supervised learning algorithm: co96
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training in the author name disambiguation process. In our experiment, we simulated
the condition where only 10 labeled data is given for every dataset. In comparison
with the supervised method, our experiment shows the effectiveness of the co-training
style algorithm. With an average F1 for LR of 0.9675 and CO-LR of 0.9764, we have
achieved around 1% improvement.
However, applying the co-training style algorithm and checking its effectiveness seems
too simple. After reviewing the previous researcher’s work on co-training, we propose
Integrated co-training. We integrate some changes by following procedures:
1. For basic co-training, we have to manually use grid-search to find the optimal
hyper-parameter p,n, which is very time-consuming. We noticed that hyperparameter p,n, is used for different potential class ratios in unlabeled data. We
modify the algorithm to estimate class ratio; therefore, we can replace it with
a single parameter of SLCM .
2. For basic co-training, the confidence score is the probability estimation of which
classes unlabeled data belongs to in current iteration (CIP ). Here, we propose
a new co-training algorithm call Integrated co-training that incorporate several
factors in the confidence measurement and have following equation:
CMi = CIPi + F IPi + AS + CSi

(1)

where AS is the agreement between different views; F IP is the first iteration’s
result; CIP is the current iteration’s probability estimation, CS is the clustering
distance (CS); and i represent the number of view in the algorithm. In our
experiment, our view is 2.
Empirical results show our proposed algorithm has minimal effect on final performance; its performance is better than basic co-training on several datasets but performs worse on others. The overall performance is decreased little compare to basic
co-training, which is likely due to few reasons: first, this classification result is already
relatively high thus it is challenging to make significant improvement; second, incor97
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porate clustering distance changed classifier’s decision on data-points around decision
boundary which cause some error.
In conclusion, we compare different author name disambiguation methods and propose using co-training to deal with more realistic cases where training labeled data is
not enough. We successfully confirmed the co-training style algorithm’s effectiveness
and proposed a novel co-training algorithm: Integrated co-training.
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APPENDIX
1

Feature Scaling

When our data contain features highly varying in magnitudes, units and range, the
features with high magnitudes will weigh in a lot more in the distance calculations
than features with low magnitudes. For example, training result would vary greatly
between different units, 5kg and 5000gms. To supress this effect, we need to bring all
features to the same level of magnitudes.
1. Standardization: Standardization are given as x0 =

x−x̄
.
σ

This redistributes the

features with their mean x̄ and standard deviation σ = 1.
There are a lots of other feature scaling method available, but we will only talk about
the one method that we using in our experiment. 2. Normalization is the process of
scaling individual data-points to have unit norm.
The L1 norm that is calculated as the sum of the absolute values of the vector.
The L2 norm that is calculated as the square root of the sum of the squared vector
values. (also known as the Euclidean norm as it is calculated as the Euclidean distance
from the origin)
The max norm that is calculated as the maximum vector values.
Pn
Assume a vector ~x, L1 norm will be ||x||1 =
i=1 |xi |, L2 norm will be ||x||2 =
pPn
2
x is n, the
i=1 xi , and max norm will be ||x||max = max(xi ) where the length of ~
resulting normalized vector will be x = x/||x|| .
Regularization is a technique to avoid overfitting when training machine learning
algorithms, it can use the normalization function as it’s regularization function. By
far, the L2 norm is more commonly used than other vector norms in machine learning,
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therefore we are going to apply L2 norm everywhere.

2

Sublinear-TF

Normally, tf will only give the occurrances of term in document. However, N occurrences of a term in a document doesn’t means this term are N times important
than other less frequency term, therefore we can apply log normalization (also called
sublinear-tf) to reduce the importance of very frequent term. The sublinear tf are
formally defined by [21] as follow:

TF(t,d)

3


 1 + log(T F ); if T F
(t,d)
(t,d) > 0
=
 0,
otherwise

(1)

PV-DM

There are few steps to get a document vector with PV-DM.
• Capture the word co-occurrence in the document with a window and slide
through the document. Every word in document been selected as central (target) word wc , and we try to use it’s surround words wc0 (defined by window)
to predict this central word wc . Figure 40 shows example on central word wc
and it’s surrounding words wc0 in document with window m sliding through
document.
W−m

......

Wc−1

Wc

Wc+1

......

Wm

Wc0

FIGURE 40: PV-DM window

• Now we have our target word wc and train (surrounding) words wc0 , we will add
the document dn with wc0 as our input to predict target word wc . (document
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will act like memory). Loop through all document N and slide window through
each document dn , we have our likelihood function to be maximize:

L=

|dn |
N Y
Y

P (wc |wc0 , dn ; θ)

(1)

n=1 c=1

where θ is parameters (weights) we want to optimize.
• The object function J is the (average) negative log-likelihood:
N |dn |
1
1 XX
J = − log L = −
log P (wc |wc0 , dn ; θ)
N
N n=1 c=1

Input Layer

(2)

Output Layer

Hidden Layer

Target (Wc )
P (Wc |h)

Truth

(Wc0 )
W−m

U

.
.
.

h1
h2

Wm

h3
Word id

.
.
.

d1

hdim

d2

S

Softmax
Score

D

.
.
.
dn
Document id

FIGURE 41: PV-DM training procedure

• So objective is clear, we want to maximize the P (wc |wc0 , dn ; θ), which is to
maximize the probability of given surrounding words and document id, we will
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successfully predict central word. Now expand P (wc |wc0 , dn ; θ), we have:
exp(SwT c f (U wc0 ; Ddn ))
T
0
w∈V exp(Sw f (U wc ; Ddn ))

P (wc |wc0 , dn ; θ) = P

(3)

where U , D, S are θ we try to optimize, V is total unique word (vocabulary)
in all documents, f (U wc0 ; Ddn ) is average of selected vector representation U wc0
and Ddn .
Figure 41 shows how the PV-DM works in detail.
• Now we just using back-propagation (stochastic gradient descent) to optimize
the U , D, S where U is word vector representation, D is the document vector
representation we want, and S is weight matrix between the hidden layer and
output layer for evaluating the final prediction.

4

PV-DBOW

Similar to PV-DM, there are few steps to get the document vector with PV-DBOW.
• PV-DBOW model tries to use the document id to predict randomly sampled
words from the document.

......

wi−1

wi

wi+1

......

dn

FIGURE 42: PV-DBOW random sampled word

• Our target is this random sampled word wi , and our train will be document id
dn . By predicting m randomly sampled word for the document dn , then loop
through all documents N , we have our likelihood function to be maximized:

L=

N Y
m
Y
n=1 i=1
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where θ is parameters (weights) we want to optimize.
• The object function J is the (average) negative log likelihood:

J =−

Input Layer

N
m
1
1 XX
log L = −
log P (wi |dn ; θ)
N
N n=1 i=1

(2)

Output Layer

Hidden Layer

P (wi |h)

Target (wi )

Score

Truth

Softmax

S

h1
d1
d2

.
.
.
dn

Score

h2
D

Softmax

S

h3

.
.
.

.
.
.
hdim
S

Score

.
.
.

.
.
.

Softmax

Document id

FIGURE 43: PV-DBOW training procedure

• Now let’s expand P (wi |dn ; θ), we have:
exp(SwT i Ddn )
T
w∈V exp(Sw Ddn )

P (wi |dn ; θ) = P

(3)

where D, S are θ we try to optimize, V is total unique word (vocabulary) in all
documents.
Figure 43 shows how the PV-DBOW works in detail.
• Same as PV-DM, we will use back-propagation (stochastic gradient descent) to
optimize the D, S where D is document vector representation we want, and S
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is weight matrix between the hidden layer and output layer for evaluating the
final prediction.
There is a problem with both PV-DM and PV-DBOW, which is the computational
expense. They both use softmax function normalizes against overall vocabulary, which
will be computationally very expensive. They solve this issue by using negative
sampling: selecting a few random words as the negative data-point instead of the
entire vocabulary.
• Negative sampling changes the softmax function to the summation of multiple
binary sigmoid functions as below:

J=

logσ(SwT i Ddn )

+

K
X

j ∼ P (w)[logσ(SwT j Ddn )]

(4)

k=1

– where K is number of negative data-points
– σ is sigmoid function σ =
– P (w) =

5

1
1+exp(−x)

tf (w)3/4
3/4
)
j=0 (tf (wj )

Pn

node2vec

Node2vec consist of a few steps:
• First, we generate the citation graph from the raw input (edge-list). The edgelist is list of edges between node represent as source node + delimiter(“
\t”) + target node.
• We want to collect relations between papers using different sampling strategies
after we have a citation graph. The node2vec uses its sampling strategies, which
is essentially a biased random walk.
• Sampling strategies:
– Random walk: Assume we have graph G, we begin a random walk from
one node of G and denote that node as u. Starting from u, we walk for
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fixed-length l steps. Now, we denote nodei as ith node in the walk path of
u. Now we can define a function to capture the probability of going from
one node nodei−1 to next node nodei .

P (nodei |nodei−1 ) =



 π(nodei−1 ,nodei ) , if(nodei−1 , nodei ) ∈ E.
Z

0,

(1)

otherwise.

where π(nodei−1 ,nodei ) = w(nodei−1 ,nodei ) = 1 is the unnormalized transition
probability between current node to next node, E is all edges in graph G,
and Z is normalizing constant.
– Biased random walk (node2vec uses): In node2vec, a second-order

x1
α=1

x2
α = 1/q

v
α = 1/q

x3

α = 1/p

t
FIGURE 44: Bias random walk procedure in node2vec
random walk with two parameters p and q will be used to guide the
walk. Using an example from original paper [11]: Consider a random
walk that just traversed edge (t; v) and now resides at node v (Figure
44). (Notice π(nodei−1 ,nodei ) is equal to π(v,x) in this example) The unnormalized transition probability between current node (v) to next node (x)
is π(v,x) = αp,q (t, x) · wv,x . Since wv,x = 1, we can say the probability of
going to next node is determined by shortest path distance between nodes
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t and node x. It can be given as equation


1




q
αp,q (t, x) = 1





1

if dt,x = 0
(2)

if dt,x = 1
if dt,x = 2

p

where dt,x denotes the shortest path distance between nodes t and x which
must be one of 0, 1, 2.
• After generating the citation relation (you can think it as a document in word2vec),
we use the skip-gram model to obtain final node2vec vector representation.
Figure 45 shows structure of how node2vec works.

n1

n2

..., n1, n2, n3, ...
sampling strategy ..., n1, n3, n2, ...

..., n1, n2, n3, ...

Train process

Graph embedding

.....

n4

.....

n3

n1,n2
n1,n3
n2,n3

Skip-gram

FIGURE 45: Overview on node2vec

6

Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Principal Component Analysis is eigenvalue methods using for dimensional reduction.
It uses orthogonal transformation to calculate a projection of the original data X(m
feature column, n data-points, a n*m matrix) into a subspace with m or fewer features
column while retaining the essence (variance) of the original data with in first n
feature columns (Where n ¡ m and defined by user). There only few easy step to
calculate PCA, first thing is to calculate the mean wrt each feature column, we get
mean
¯ = (x̄0 , ȳ1 , ..., z̄m ), then we center the data by subtracting original data X with
the mean mean
¯ wrt each feature column. (Simple put it is to subtract data mean from
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each data point to get zero centered matrix C) Now we have zero centered matrix
C, second step is to compute co-variance matrix of C. The co-variance matrix have
form




var(x)

cov(x, y)

cov(y, x)

var(y)

where




n

1 X
var(x) =
(xi − x̄)2
n − 1 i=0
,
n

1 X
(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)
cov(x, y) =
n − 1 i=0
This will result in a co-variance matrix V that contain the measurement of the amount
and direction (positive or negative) that two feature column change together. (If
the deviation matrix of original data are given, then we can easily obtain the covariance matrix V with formula V =

D0 D
,
n

where n is total number of data-points,

D is the original data X) Now last step is to compute the eigendecomposition of
the co-variance matrix V . From eigendecomposition we can get set of eigenvalue and
eigenvector of co-variance matrix V where the eigenvectors represent the directions or
components for the reduced subspace, where the eigenvalues represent the magnitudes
for the directions. Now we just need to find top p eigenvalues λ and it’s corresponding
eigenvector (V 3 v1 , v2 , ..., vp ) (v1 is the largest principal component), transpose the
eigenvector V , then multiply the transposed centered original data C. The result will
be the matrix R that we want to reduce from m dimension to p dimension where
p < m and matrix R preserve most of information of original data X.

6.1

Deviation matrix

Deviation is the difference between a raw data and the mean of the data. For matrix
of data, we can easily generate a deviation matrix D with formula D =

X−110 X
n

where

X is original data, 1 is an n*1 column vector of ones (where 11’ will generate a n*n
matrix of all one), and n is the number of row in X.
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6.2

Eigendecomposition

Eigendecomposition is the method to decompose a square matrix into its eigenvalues
and eigenvectors. First, let’s start with example of eigenvalue and eigenvector. For a
matrix A, if AV = λV , then V is an eigenvector of matrix A and λ is the corresponding
eigenvalue. The eigenvector will be AV − λIV = 0 =⇒ (A − λI)V = 0 where I is
an identity matrix and value of λ hold the eigenvalues of matrix A. It turns out that
this equation is equivalent to det(A − λI) = 0 where where det() is the determinant
of a matrix.

7

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)[10]

Singular value decomposition is another eigenvalue methods using for dimensional
reduction. All matrices have an SVD, which makes it more stable than other methods, such as the eigendecomposition. It works by dropping the singular vector of
components associated with lower singular values.
Assume original matrix X have size n*m (m feature column, n data-point row), then
SVD can be given as one easy formula
X = U SV T
where S is singular values of the original matrix X (a n*m diagonal matrix), the
columns of the U matrix are called the left-singular vectors of X (a n*n Unitary
Matrix that can be think of data-point(document)-to-concept similarity matrix), and
the columns of V are called the right-singular vectors of X (a m*m Unitary Matrix
that can be think of feature(term)-to-concept similarity matrix).
The step to calculate SVD can be given as follow. First is to compute X T and X T X.
Now we have X T X and we know that X = U SV T , second step is to find out the
singular values sj ∈ S. But how would we be able to find U, S, and V? It turns out
that we can obtain the singular value by finding the eigenvalues λ of X T X, then we
sort the eigenvalues in descending order in absolute sense. After that, we Square roots
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eigenvalues λ to obtain singular values for matrix X. Then we can construct diagonal
matrix S by placing singular values in descending order along its diagonal. We can
then compute the inverse of S as S −1 . (Figure out S) Now we have the diagonal
matrix S which contain stretch of concept, next thing is to figure out either U or V T
of X. It turn out that V is the matrix of eigenvectors of X T X and S 2 is the diagonal
matrix whose entries are the corresponding eigenvalues. Therefore we can easily
obtain V T . Since we sorted the eigenvalues λ (which is identical to S 2 ), therefore
we will have to use it to compute the eigenvectors of X T X. After we compute the
eigenvector on X T X with each data-point of sorted eigenvalue λ1 , λ2 , ..., λm , we can
place these eigenvectors along the columns of V to get the matrix V . Only U remains
to be computed, we can either use same way we calculate V but compute everything
on XX T , or we can use a simple formula U = XV S −1 . Since we want to have same
number of data-point but reduced dimension on feature, we will be using reduced S
(Sr ) that contain high singular values and reduced U (Ur ) to obtain the final reduced
data (Datar ) we want which can be given as formula Datar = Ur ∗ Sr .

8

K-means clustering

K-means is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms that solve the clustering problem. The k-means algorithm divides a set of data-points X into K disjoint
clusters C (K is input from user to determine how many cluster want to have), where
each cluster C is represent by the cluster’s “centroids” uc , which is mean of the datapoints in each cluster.
K-mean clustering algorithm works as follows:
• First it randomly choice centroids for each cluster.
• Second, after centroids are selected, then it goes through each of the data points
and check which point is closer to which centroid. After finding which data point
are closer, it assigns the data points to one of the K cluster centroids uc .
• Last, it moves the centroids position to the average of the points in each cluster.
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This process is repeated until there is no change in the clusters (or until some
stopping condition is met).
The formula of choose centroids that minimize the within-cluster sum of squared can
be given as
N
X
i=0

min (||xi − µc ||2 )

(1)

µc ∈C

where N is total number of data-point in X, xi is one of the data-point in X, uc is
centroids also mean of data-points in each cluster.

9

Hierarchical clustering

There are two type of hierarchical clustering: Agglomerative and Divisive.
• Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering (AHC): A “bottom-up” approach: each
datapoint starts within its own cluster, and pairs of clusters are merged as one
moves up the hierarchy.
• Divisive Hierarchical clustering (DHC): A “top-down” approach: all datapoint
start within one cluster, and splits are performed recursively as one moves down
the hierarchy.
• By comparison, AHC is more efficient than DHC method.
Given a collection C of n datapoints. Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering will works
like following:
• Step 1: AHC will begin with n clusters, each cluster with one datapoints:
ci = x i .
• Step 2: AHC will try to find pair of cluster that are closest: argminD(ci , cj )
i,j

• Step 3: Merge cluster ci ,cj into new cluster cnew and remove cluster ci , cj from
cluster collection C and add new cluster cnew into cluster collection C.
• Step 4: Repeat step 2 and 3 until only one cluster left.
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Now, noticing that we are using distance between clusters, so let’s talk about different
distance measures that makes different type of Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering.
• Single link is to measure distance of two closest datapoint between pair of
cluster, in formula will be: D(c1 , c2 ) = argmin (xi , xj )
xi ∈c1 ,xj ∈c2

• Complete link is opposite of single link, it measure distance of two farthest datapoint between pair of cluster, in formula will be: D(c1 , c2 ) = argmax (xi , xj )
xi ∈c1 ,xj ∈c2

• Average link is to average all pairwise distance of datapoints between pair of
P P
cluster, in formula will be: D(c1 , c2 ) = |c11 | |c12 |
D(xi , xj )
xi ∈c1 xj ∈c2

• Ward method try to minimize the variance around centroid (Same as K-means)
P
for each cluster. The distance in formula will be: Dc1 ∪c2 =
D(x, µc1 ∪c2 )2
x∈c1 ∪c2

Notice that all above distance measure can use euclidean metric.

10

Naive Bayes[8]

Naive Bayes is generative model that uses the statistic of training data to model
how each class looks like, then match the test data against model trained on each
class, to see test data more likely belong (similar) to which class. (Generative models
model the distribution of individual classes) The Naive Bayes classification algorithm
is based off of Bayes Theorem:
P (y|x1 , x2 , ...., xi ) =

P (y) ∗ P (x1 , x2 , ...., xi |y)
P (x1 , x2 , ...., xi )

(1)

where P (y) indicates the a prior probability of the given class y, x is one predictor
(data-point), xi is the feature of data-point x, while P (x1 , x2 , ...., xi ) represents the
probability of the given feature in data-point x, where x belong to instance space X.
Now we need to know P (x1 , x2 , ...., xi |y), this is place why we call the algorithm
“naive”. It assuming that the probability of each feature belonging to a given class is
independent of all other feature which given in math P (x1 , x2 , ...., xi |y) = P (x1 |y) ∗
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P (x2 |y) ∗ ... ∗ P (xi |y). With this assumption, we can derive the formula to
Q
P (y) ∗ |x|
i=1 P (xi |y)
P (y|x1 , x2 , ...., xi ) =
P (x1 , x2 , ...., xi )

(2)

where |x| represents total number of features in data-point x.
Also we know that P (x1 , x2 , ..., xi ) is a constant (equal probability for different feature), so we just need to get

P (y|x1 , x2 , ...., xi ) = P (y) ∗

|x|
Y

P (xi |y)

(3)

i=1

At its most intuitive level, Bayes Theorem uses conditional probabilities P (x1 , x2 , ...., xi |y)
and priors probabilities P (y) to predict joint likelihood of new data-points. Since P (y)
can be easily calculated ( Classdata−pointCount
), the main focus will be one the calculaT otaldata−pointCount
tion of conditional probability P (x1 , x2 , ...., xi |y).
There are many type of Naive Bayes, main difference are the assumptions they make
regarding the distribution of data(How they going to generate conditional probabilities P (x1 , x2 , ...., xi |y)).
In different distribution, we will use P (xi |y) to donate conditional probability of single feature in data point x, then plug back to equation 3.
There is one problem of product of conditional probabilities: it is very small, especially when deal with data with lots of features. P (x1 , x2 , ...., xi |C) = P (x1 |c) ∗
P (x2 |c) ∗ ... ∗ P (xi |c) will end up with 0 some time. The solution is to apply log
probability to the formula. This will result in change formula to

P (y|x1 , x2 , ...., xi ) =

|x|
X

log(P (xi |y)) + log(P (y))

(4)

i=1

Although lots of variance of Naive Bayes can be made, but it is not my main focus.
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10.1

Gaussian distribution (Not used)

The one that most people familiar with is the basic Gaussian (Normal) distribution:

P (xi |y) =

1
√

σy 2π

where σy is the standard deviation σ =

e



(x −µ )2
− i 2y
2σy

q PN

2
i=1 (xi −x)

N −1

(N-1 for Bessel’s correction) on

feature based on class label y, and µy is the mean or median of the distribution one
feature based on class label y. However, this kind of distribution usually deal with
continuous data where NLP is deal with discrete text data, so this approach not been
used in our experiment.

10.2

Multinomial naive Bayes[23]

Another distribution is multinomial distribution, because it is one of the classic naive
Bayes variants used in text classification, therefore we gonna apply this approach to
our problem. With multinomial distribution, data-points (feature vectors) represent
the frequencies with which certain events have been generated. The formula is given
below:

PDy
P (xi |y) = P (t|y) = P

xt,j
PDy
j=0 xt0 ,j

j=0

t0 ∈T

where P (t|y) can be think of as relative frequency of term t belong to class y, numerator of equation is the number of occurrences of term t in all document D that
belong to class y. T is feature space which include all features within data-point x
where t ∈ T , in which means the denominator of formula will be sum of all features
(terms) occurs in class y. By applying smooth to avoid zero division, the result will
be

PDy
P (xi |y) = P (t|y) = P

t0 ∈T

j=0 xt,j + 1
PDy
j=0 xt0 ,j + |T |

where |T | is the total number of terms in the vocabulary (number of features for
input).
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11

Logistic Regression

Unlike generative model like Naive Bayes, logistic regression is an discriminative
model use training data to create decision boundary to separate classes. (Discriminative models learn the (hard or soft) boundary between classes)
What logistic regression does is to learn a weights (coefficients that represent decision
boundary) from the training data, then use those weights to calculate a score, then
apply a Sigmoid function on score to obtain a probability estimation.
First is to have linear regression function:
y = W X + b = w0 + w1 x1 + w2 x2 + ... + wn xn

(1)

where W is initialized weight matrix, X is input training data, b is bias. The
right most function is the feature wise expansion on W X + b where w0 = b, W =
w1 , w2 , ..., wn for total of n features.
Second we have have the Sigmoid function:
Sigmoid(y) =

1
1 + e−y

(2)

where y are score calculated by linear regression function.
Third by apply sigmoid function on linear regression, we have probability function
for logistic regression:
ŷ = hw (X) =

1
1 + e−(W X+b)

(3)

Now we do not know the weight W and bias b. So we need to find out best possible
values of W and b that could separate each class. (optimization problem) This lead
to minimizing the objective (cost) function output. Minimization will be performed
by a gradient descent algorithm, whose task is to parse the objective function output
until it finds the minimum point of objective function.
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Fourth is to form this objective function to be minimized.
m

1 X
J(W ) =
Cost(ŷ (i) , y (i) )
m i=1

Cost(ŷ, y) =



− log(ŷ)

(4)

if y = 1
(5)


− log(1 − ŷ) if y = 0
combine if statement in function 5 we get:
Cost(ŷ, y) = −y log(ŷ) − (1 − y) log(1 − ŷ)

(6)

Now combine function 4 and 6 we get final objective function of logistic regression to
be minimized:
m
1 X (i)
J(W ) = − [
y log(ŷ (i) ) + (1 − y (i) ) log(1 − ŷ (i) )]
m i=1

(7)

Fifth, is to use gradient descent (GD) or stochastic gradient descent(SGD) to minimize
our objective function. We want to first find the weight changes ∆W , which defined
as the negative gradient multiplied by the learning rate η.
m

∆W = −η∇J = −η

∂
1 X (i)
J(W ) = −η(
(ŷ − y (i) )x(i) )
∂W
m i=1

(8)

next we update the weight W with it’s change ∆W :
W := W + ∆W

(9)

if we update weight W on every single data-point, it’s SGD. If we accumulate the
weight change ∆W and update with sum of changes, it’s GD.
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12

Support Vector Machine

Support vector machine is also a discriminative model like logistic regression. There
are few difference makes SVM doing better with high dimensional data (traditional
NLP vectorization method) than logistic regression.
Intuitively, SVM try to maximum the margin(separation distance) between
classes to achieve the classification goal. For a m-dimensional vector, we want to
know whether we can separate such points with a (m-1)-dimensional hyperplane.
Amount (m-1)-dimension, many of dimension’s hyperplane might classify (have line
that separate) the data, therefore SVM will need to choice a best hyperplane. The
way SVM do is to choice the one of the dimension hyperplane that have the largest
margin (separation) between classes.
First, because we know the labels of the training data, we can have the
label added to formula as two constraints to reduce complexity. Those
constraints allows us to simply get ride of the hyperplane that do not result in a
good margin based on given data-points. (Brute Force through all hyperplane will
be impossible since there are unlimited number of hyperplane) The two hyperplane
constraints are:
w T x+ + b ≥ 1

(1)

where x+ is known data-point are positive and
wT x− + b ≤ −1

(2)

where x− is known data-point that are negative and w are weight to be updated for
making constraint true. Since we found a way to selecting two hyperplanes that have
no point inside, we can combine it to simplify the problem. Now we combine both
constraints by multiply both side by yi where yi is the label (1,-1). This result in final
constraint equation
yi · (wT xi + b) ≥ 1
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where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n is total number of training data-point.
Second, it is time for us to maximize the margin distance (distance between
the two hyperplane). How do I pick the max margin one? Simplest answer
is pick one which has minimum Magnitude of w. Below explain how we derived
to this simple answer.
First, we need to assume a point x− is a point in one of the hyperplane H− , a point
x+ is a point in one of the hyperplane H+ and the maximized margin m is length of
the projection of x− − x+ on H+ . Therefore the hyperplane H+ will be
H+ = wT x + b = 1 ⇒ wT x + b − 1 = 0

(4)

H− = wT x + b = −1 ⇒ wT x + b + 1 = 0

(5)

hyperplane H− will be

and decision boundary will be
wT x + b = 0

(6)

At this point, we just need to know one fact: The distance from point p to a line
defined implicitly by the equation wT x + b = 0 is equal to
wT p + b
|w|

(7)

Now, we can compute the distance between two hyperplanes by taking a point on
one of hyperplanes and substituting it in equation 7. We have defined x+ is point on
hyperplane H+ = wT x + b = 1. Hyperplane H− can be convert to wT x + b + 1 = 0.
Then we can know the distance between H+ and H− (Other word margin m) is
m=

1+1
2
w T x+ + b + 1
=
=
|w|
|w|
|w|

(8)

Now we find way to compute margin m, we need to think how to maximum the
margin m. With the margin equation, we realized that maximizing the margin is the
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same thing as minimizing the norm of w. Therefore, among all possible hyperplanes
meeting the constraints, we will choose the hyperplane with the smallest ||w|| since
it is the one which will have the biggest margin.
Third step is to form optimization equation which minimizing ||w||. Minimizing ||w|| is same as minimize 21 ||w||2 (Perform this convention to eases the problem). Here, if we are deal with linear separable problem, we will use hard margin
which is to
minimize

1
||w||2
2

(9)

T

subject to yi · (w xi + b) ≥ 1
where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n is total number of training data-point.
However, we may deal with no-linear separable problem, by using function above we
may force classifier to learn a linear pattern from non-linear dataset in which lead
to significant over-fit. The way to solve it is instead of using hard margin, we can
use a soft margin with little changes in all math above. A slack variables ξi is added
(allowing for classifications) which shift our optimization function (primal form) as:
n

minimize

X
1
||w||2 + C
ξi
2
i=1

(10)

subject to yi · (wT xi + b) ≥ 1 − ξi , ξi ≥ 0
Now we have a new term C, where it is the penalty parameter that user can change.
Pn
(If we have large C, that means
i=i ξi will be small (allow less error) since we
minimizing the whole equation, visa verse) Notice that the slack variable ξi is just
hinge loss:

ξi = max 0, 1 − yi (wT xi + b)

(11)

Last step is to optimize this equation. How do we solve optimization problem
with constraint? It turns out that Lagrange function can do exactly what we need
(Add constraint into function that describe problem). With Lagrange multiplier
P
α = {α1, α2 , ..., αn } and u = {u1 , u2 , ..., un } on f (x) = 12 ||w||2 + C ni=1 ξi , we get
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Lagrange function:
n

n

n

X
X
X
1
L(w, b, ξ, α, u) = ||w||2 + C
ξi +
αi (1 − ξi − yi · (wT xi + b)) −
ui ξi (12)
2
i=1
i=1
i=1
where n is number of training data-point. Then we want to get partial derivative of
w, b, ξ which is
n

X
∂L
= 0 −→ w =
α i y i xi
∂w
i=1
n

X
∂L
= 0 −→
αi yi
∂b
i=1

(13)

∂L
= 0 −→ C = αi + ui
∂ξ
Then we plot it into Lagrange function we get to form an dual problem of the primal
function which is:
max L(α) = max

n
X
i=1

n
n
1 XX
αi − (
αi αj yi yj (xi · xj ))
2 i=1 j=1

subject to

n
X

αi yi ,

(14)

0 ≤ αi ≤ C

i=1

where we want to find the maximum of the L(α)(Lagrangian Dual Problem). Here
we omit some details on how support vectors are selected. (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
condition, KKT)
Now we realized that optimization problem depend on only the inner product of
pair of data-point.(xi · xj ) We now know that after training and finding the w by
stochastic gradient descent(SGD) or Sequential minimal optimization (SMO), given
an new unknown vector xunknown measured on features xi we can classify it by looking
at the sign of
n
X
f (x) = w xunknown + b = (
αi yi xi · xunknown ) + b
T

(15)

i=1

where if it return positive sign, it is positive data-point, vice versa. (Most of α in w
are 0’s, only the support vectors have non-zero α means non-zero w). (Notice: Since
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there are so many variation of optimization method, we will not go to detail on that,
but in our experiment, we used sklearn pacakge where sklearn uses libsvm. After
some research, we found that libsvm using Sequential minimal optimization (SMO)
to find optimial w and b.)
But are we done with all abilities of SVM now? No, the SVM so far can
only deal with linear separable cases. We can solve this by a transform data to
a higher dimensional space that are separable by using transform function φ. When
we optimize the L(α), we realize that L(α) depend on only xi · xj , so instead of
computing xi · xj , we can compute φ(xi ) · φ(xj ). However, project each data point to
other dimension is too costly. Therefore if we have function
K(xi , xj ) = φ(xi ) · φ(xj )
then we do not need to know or compute φ, we just need the inner product of our data
in that higher dimensional space, it is much easier and computationally cheaper than
the explicit computation of the coordinates. The reason we can do that is because
the result of kernel is a scalar in which are easy to substitute. This substitution of
kernel function been called “kernel trick” where kernel function defines similarity in
the transformed space. The most popular kernel functions are: 1. linear kernel where
kernel function is
k(x, x0 ) =< x, x0 >
2. RBF kernel where kernel function is
k(x, x0 ) = exp(−γkx − x0 k2 )
where γ is Kernel coefficient.
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